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Quantum ergodicity on regular graphs

Nalini Anantharaman

Abstract. We give three different proofs of the main result of [1], establish-
ing quantum ergodicity – a form of delocalization – for eigenfunctions of the
laplacian on large regular graphs of fixed degree. These three proofs are much
shorter than the original one, quite different from one another, and we feel that
each of the four proofs sheds a different light on the problem. The goal of this
exploration is to find a proof that could be adapted for other models of interest
in mathematical physics, such as the Anderson model on large regular graphs,
regular graphs with weighted edges, or possibly certain models of non-regular
graphs. A source of optimism in this direction is that we are able to extend
the last proof to the case of anisotropic random walks on large regular graphs.

1. Introduction

1.1. “Quantum ergodicity” usually refers to the study of the delocalization
of eigenfunctions of the laplacian, on a compact Riemannian manifold, in the
high-energy limit. What is usually called the Quantum Ergodicity Theorem (or
Shnirelman theorem) is the following:

Quantum Ergodicity Theorem (Shnirelman theorem, [25, 8, 26]). Let
(M, g) be a compact Riemannian manifold, with the metric normalized so that
Vol(M) = 1. Call ∆ the Laplace-Beltrami operator on M . Assume that the
geodesic flow of M is ergodic with respect to the Liouville measure. Let (ψn)n∈N

be an orthonormal basis of L2(M, g) made of eigenfunctions of the laplacian :

∆ψn = −λnψn, λn ≤ λn+1 −→ +∞.

Let a be a continuous function on M such that
∫
M a(x)dVol(x) = 0. Then

(1.1)
1

N(λ)

∑

n,λn≤λ

|〈ψn, aψn〉L2(M)|2 −→
λ−→+∞

0

where the normalizing factor is the eigenvalue counting function

N(λ) = |{n, λn ≤ λ}|.
Note that 〈ψn, aψn〉L2(M) =

∫
M a(x)|ψn(x)|2dVol(x). Equation (1.1) implies

that there exists a subset S ⊂ N of density 1 such that the sequence of measures
(|ψn(x)|2dVol(x))n∈S converges weakly to the uniform measure dVol(x).

Actually, the full statement of the theorem says that there exists a subset S ⊂ N

of density 1 such that

(1.2) 〈ψn, Aψn〉 −→
n−→+∞,n∈S

∫

SM

σ0(A)dL
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for every pseudodifferential operator A of order 0 on M . On the right-hand side,
σ0(A) is the principal symbol of A, that is a function on the sphere bundle SM ,
and L is the normalized Liouville measure, that is, the “uniform measure” on SM .

Graphs are convenient toy-models to study, rigorously or numerically, the local-
ization/delocalization properties of eigenfunctions of Schrödinger operators. How-
ever, for the so-called “quantum graphs”, that is, 1-dimensional CW-complexes with

∆ = d2

dx2 on the edges and suitable “Kirchhoff” matching conditions on the ver-
tices, “quantum ergodicity” never holds (at least for rationally independent lengths
of the edges [9]). See also [6, 19, 15, 5] for other results pertaining to eigenvalue
or eigenfunction statistics on (families of) compact quantum graphs.

In [1], a result of “quantum ergodicity” was obtained for the first time in a
completely discrete setting, namely for the discrete laplacian on a family of discrete
graphs. The results are recalled in Section 1.2; the method employed in [1] relies
heavily on the Fourier transformation on infinite regular trees, giving the impression
that the proof is very specific to regular graphs (for which each vertex has the same
number of neighbours). However, the statement of the theorem makes sense for
arbitrary sequences of graphs, so that it is natural to try to find a proof that does not
use the Fourier transform and thus could be adapted to other models of interest in
mathematical physics (non-regular graphs, regular graphs with weighted adjacency
matrices, Anderson model...). The purpose of this note is to provide three different
proofs of the main result of [1], recalled below as Theorems 1 and 2. These proofs
are considerably shorter than the one already published, and in principle they look
more susceptible of an adaptation to the non-regular models mentioned above. This
optimistic view is supported by the results of the last section, where we are able to
extend the last proof to the case of anisotropic (but homogeneous) random walks
on large regular graphs (see Theorem 4). This proof uses some spectral analysis
on trees, but actually enlightens the assumptions under which one can hope to
prove quantum ergodicity with our method : it has a chance to work if one studies
eigenfunctions of a nearest neighbour self-adjoint operator on a graph looking locally
like a tree, in a region of the spectrum where the spectral measure for the operator
on the limiting infinite tree is absolutely continuous. Adaptation to other models
satisfying these properties seems at hand, but would require substantial additional
work, and is deferred to separate publications.

It is important to note that we deal with deterministic sequences of (regular)
graphs, satisfying some geometric conditions (expansion and convergence to a tree
in the Benjamini-Schramm topology). Our results apply in particular to random
regular graphs, but also to to explicit deterministic families of graphs, for instance
the Ramanujan graphs constructed in [22], or the Cayley graphs of SL2(Fp) con-
sidered in [7].

1.2. Consider a sequence of (q+1)-regular connected graphs (GN )N∈N. More
precisely, we assume that GN is a quotient of the (q+1)-regular tree X by a group
of automorphisms ΓN , that is, GN = ΓN\X, where the elements of ΓN act without
fixed points1 on the vertices of X. We write V (X) and E(X) respectively for the
vertices and the (non-oriented) edges of X; and we denote by VN = ΓN\V (X) the
vertices of GN , EN = ΓN\E(X) the (non-oriented) edges of GN . We will work in
the limit |VN | −→ +∞, and for notational simplicity we will assume that |VN | = N .

1This assumption does not seem crucial, but is used in one calculation in the paper.
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When needed we will denote by B(X) the set of oriented edges of X (each
element of E(X) corresponds to two elements of B(X)). We denote by BN =
ΓN\B(X) the set of oriented edges in GN . There is a map B(X) −→ V (X)×V (X),
e 7→ (o(e), t(e)) (origin and terminus of e), and an involution e 7→ ê ofB(X) (reversal
of edges) such that o(ê) = t(e) for all e. These maps are also well-defined on the
quotient GN .

We will use the notation dX(x, y) for the distance between two vertices x, y of
the tree X, and dGN (x, y) for the distance between two vertices x, y of the graph
GN ; most of the time, when it does not cause any confusion, we will simply use
the same notation d(x, y) for both. The notation B(x, r) will stand for the ball
of center x and radius r, either for x in the tree X or in the graph GN . We will
denote by τ(r) = (q + 1)qr−1 the cardinality of the sphere of center x and radius r
in the tree X, and τ̃ (r) the cardinality of the ball of center x and radius r, that is,
τ̃(r) = 1 + (q + 1)

∑
1≤k≤r q

k−1.

Consider the adjacency operator defined on functions on V (X) by

(1.3) Af(x) =
∑

x∼y

f(y).

It is related to the discrete laplacian by

(1.4) A− (q + 1)I = ∆.

The operator A preserves the space of ΓN -invariant functions (that may be identi-
fied to functions on VN ). Since we assumed that ΓN acts without fixed vertices, A
is self-adjoint on ℓ2(VN ) with the uniform measure on the finite set VN .

We will assume the following conditions on our sequence of graphs :

(EXP) The sequence of graphs is a family of expanders. More precisely, there
exists β > 0 such that the spectrum of (q + 1)−1A on ℓ2(VN ) is contained in
{1} ∪ [−1 + β, 1− β] for all N .

(BST) For all R,
|{x ∈ VN , ρ(x) < R}|

N
−→

N−→∞
0

where ρ(x) is the injectivity radius at x (meaning the largest ρ such that the ball
B(x, ρ) in GN is a tree).

(BST) means that our sequence of graphs converges to a tree in the sense of
Benjamini-Schramm [4]. In particular, this condition is satisfied if the girth goes to
infinity. Under the condition (BST), one has convergence of the spectral measure

according to the Kesten-McKay law [20, 23]. Call (λ
(N)
1 , . . . , λ

(N)
N ) the eigenvalues

of A on GN ; for any interval I ⊂ R,

1

N
|{j, λ(N)

j ∈ I}| −→
N−→+∞

∫

I

m(λ)dλ

where m(λ) is a completely explicit probability density, namely the spectral measure
of a Dirac mass δo for the operator A, defined by its moments

(1.5)

∫
λkm(λ)dλ = 〈δo,Akδo〉ℓ2(X)

(this is the number of paths in the tree starting at o and returning to o after k
steps). We won’t need the expression of m here, but let us recall that it is smooth
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and positive on (−2
√
q, 2

√
q) and vanishes elsewhere. In particular, most of the

λ
(N)
j are in (−2

√
q, 2

√
q), an interval strictly smaller than [−(q + 1), q + 1] (this

part of the spectrum is called the tempered spectrum).

The main result of [1] is recalled below as Theorem 1, or in its stronger form
as Theorem 2.

Theorem 1. [1] Let (GN ) = (VN , EN ) be a sequence of (q + 1)-regular graphs
with |VN | = N . Assume that (GN ) satisfies (BST) and (EXP).

Let (ψ
(N)
1 , . . . , ψ

(N)
N ) be an orthonormal eigenbasis of eigenfunctions of A in

ℓ2(VN ).
Let aN : VN −→ C be a sequence of functions such that supN supx∈VN

|aN (x)| ≤
1. Define 〈aN 〉 = 1

N

∑
x∈VN

aN (x)
Then

(1.6)
1

N

N∑

j=1

∣∣∣〈ψ(N)
j , aNψ

(N)
j 〉ℓ2(VN ) − 〈aN 〉

∣∣∣
2

−→
N−→+∞

0.

Note that 〈ψ(N)
j , aNψ

(N)
j 〉ℓ2(VN ) is the scalar product between ψ

(N)
j and aNψ

(N)
j ,

its explicit expression is
∑

x∈VN
aN(x)|ψ(N)

j (x)|2. The interpretation of Theorem 1
is that we are trying to measure the distance between the two probability measures
on VN ,

∑

x∈VN

|ψ(N)
j (x)|2δx and

1

N

∑

x∈VN

δx (uniform measure)

in a rather weak sense (just by testing the function aN against both). What (1.6)
tells us is that for large N and for most j, this distance is small.

We can generalize Theorem 1 by replacing a function aN with any finite range
operator :

Theorem 2. [1] Let (GN ) = (VN , EN ) be a sequence of (q + 1)-regular graphs
with |VN | = N . Assume that (GN ) satisfies (BST) and (EXP).

Call (λ
(N)
1 , . . . , λ

(N)
N ) the eigenvalues of A on GN , and let (ψ

(N)
1 , . . . , ψ

(N)
N ) be

a corresponding orthonormal eigenbasis.
Fix D ∈ N. Let K = KN be a sequence of operators on ℓ2(VN ) whose kernels2

K : VN × VN −→ C are such that K(x, y) = 0 for d(x, y) > D (we will say that K
is supported at distance ≤ D from the diagonal).

Assume that supN supx,y∈VN
|K(x, y)| ≤ 1.

Then there exists a number 〈K〉
λ
(N)
j

such that

1

N

∑

j

∣∣∣〈ψ(N)
j ,Kψ

(N)
j 〉ℓ2(VN ) − 〈K〉

λ
(N)
j

∣∣∣
2

−→
N−→+∞

0.

The expression of 〈K〉
λ
(N)
j

is explicit (given below) and depends only on K and

λ
(N)
j .

2We caution that we do not use the word kernel in the sense of “null space”. For us the kernel
means K(x, y) = 〈δx,Kδy〉ℓ2(VN ), that is to say the matrix of K in the basis of Dirac masses (δx).
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Remark 1.1. The explicit formula for 〈K〉λ we obtain here is much simpler
than the recipe given in the original paper [1]. Eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix
A of a (q + 1)-regular graph may be parametrized by a “spectral parameter” s
thanks to the relation

(1.7) λ = λ(s) = q1/2+is + q1/2−is = 2
√
q cos(s ln q)

where s ∈ R ∪ iR since λ ∈ R (s ∈ R is equivalent to |λ| ≤ 2
√
q, corresponding to

the “tempered spectrum”).
Let us then denote Φλ(d) the spherical function of parameter λ:

Φλ(d) = q−d/2

(
2

q + 1
cos(ds ln q) +

q − 1

q + 1

sin((d+ 1)s ln q)

sin(s ln q)

)

(for d ∈ N). Then

〈K〉λ =
1

N

∑

x,y∈VN

K(x, y)Φλ(d(x, y))

Note that the scalar product 〈ψ(N)
j ,Kψ

(N)
j 〉ℓ2(VN ) is

∑

x,y∈VN

K(x, y)ψ
(N)
j (x)ψ

(N)
j (y)

so our result says that, for large N and for most j, the function ψ
(N)
j (x)ψ

(N)
j (y)

is “close” to the universal quantity 1
NΦ

λ
(N)
j

(d(x, y)) (in a weak distance defined by

testing K(x, y) against both).
Keeping in mind our idea to find a statement which will hold for more general

models than the regular graphs, we note that for λ ∈ (−2
√
q, 2

√
q) the spherical

function is related to the Green function by the following identity :

ℑmGλ+i0(x, y)

ℑmGλ+i0(x, x)
= Φλ(d(x, y))

for any two points x, y ∈ X at distance d(x, y) in the tree. Here the Green function
Gz(x, y) = (z − A)−1(x, y) is defined for z 6∈ R, and Gλ+i0(x, y) is the limit of
Gλ+iǫ(x, y) as ǫ is a positive real number going to 0.

Remark 1.2. What we actually prove (Proofs 2 and 3), for a fixed regular
graph G = Γ\X = (V,E), is an upper bound of the form
(1.8)

1

|V |

|V |∑

j=1

∣∣〈ψj ,Kψj〉 − 〈K〉λj

∣∣2 ≤ C̃(D, β)

(‖K‖2HSN

Rα
+ qα̃R 1

|V | ♯{x ∈ V, ρ(x) ≤ R} sup
x,y

|K(x, y)|2
)
,

valid when K is supported at distance ≤ D from the diagonal and where R is
arbitrary, α, α̃ are some fixed positive numbers (the different methods give different
values of α, α̃). The norm ‖K‖HSN is the normalized Hilbert-Schmidt norm of the
operator (see (2.11)), and supx,y |K(x, y)| is its ℓ1 −→ ℓ∞ norm. The constant

C̃(D, β) is an explicit function of D and of the spectral gap β (coming from the
expanding condition).

For the sake of brevity, Proof 4 is written in a less explicit way, and gives a
result in the form

(1.9) V ar(K) ≤ C̃(D, β)

R
‖K‖2HSN + sup

x,y
|K(x, y)|2

(
oR,D(1)G−→X +OD(R−1)

)
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where oR,D(1)G−→X is a quantity going to 0 under the condition (BST), if D and
R are fixed.

Under assumptions (EXP) and (BST), the bound (1.8) implies Theorem 2. In
particular, if the girth goes to infinity, we can take R to be the half-girth and we
obtain in this case

(1.10)
1

|V |

|V |∑

j=1

∣∣〈ψj ,Kψj〉 − 〈K〉λj

∣∣2 ≤ C̃(D, β)
‖K‖2HSN

girth(G)α

since the other term in (1.8) vanishes.

1.3. Anisotropic, homogeneous random walks. Counting the original
proof of [1], we now have four different proofs of Theorems 1, 2. In future work,
we would like to be able to deal with regular graphs with random weights on the
edges or random potentials (Anderson model), or with certain non-regular graphs.
We tried to adapt our four proofs to these models but failed for the first three;
however, there is hope to adapt Proof 4, provided a certain number of assump-
tions are respected. To illustrate this, we treat in Section 7 a model that is still
simple (because homogeneous), but where the general ideas start to emerge : the
anisotropic random walks on regular graphs.

Again we consider a family GN = (VN , EN ) of (q + 1)-regular graphs. We
assume that there is a labelling of the edges

c : BN −→ {1, . . . , q + 1}
such that c(e) = c(ê) for all e (the label does not depend on the orientation of the
edge) and such that for every x ∈ VN , for every j ∈ {1, · · · , q + 1},

♯{e ∈ BN , x = o(e), c(e) = j} = 1.

In other words, among the q + 1 edges emanating from any given vertex, exactly
one has each label. Assume we are given probability weights p1, . . . , pq+1 > 0

(independent of N) such that
∑q+1

j=1 pj = 1. We consider the random walk on VN
defined by the condition that the probability of jumping from x to y is pj , whenever
x and y are joined by an edge labelled j. In other words, we consider the symmetric
stochastic operator

(1.11) Apf(x) =
∑

y∼x

p(c(x, y))f(y).

The random walk is anisotropic because the transition probability is not the same
in all directions, but it is still homogeneous; we mean by this that the local situation
is the same around each point.

Theorem 3. The statement of Theorem 1 remains true, without changing a
single word, in the case of anisotropic homogeneous random walks.

At this stage we do not see any difference between the isotropic and the

anisotropic random walks : the probability measures |ψ(N)
j |2 approach the uni-

form measure on VN . However the calculations involved in the proof will be quite
different, and this difference is more visible in the generalization of Theorem 2, that
is, when we use general operators as “test functions”.

Theorem 4. The statement of Theorem 2 remains true, under the same as-
sumptions, in the case of anisotropic homogeneous random walks – if we replace the
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quantity 〈K〉λ by 〈K〉λ,p defined below, which depends on the probability transitions
(pj).

To define 〈K〉λ,p, we write (GN , c) (the labelled graph) as a quotient ΓN\(X, c)
of the labelled tree (X, c) by a group of automorphisms ΓN preserving the labelling.
The operator Ap can be defined on the tree as in (1.11).

Consider for γ 6∈ R, and x, y ∈ X, the Green function

Gγ(x, y) = (z −Ap)
−1(x, y)

of the operator Ap on the labelled tree. Then, if K(x, y) is supported at distance
≤ D from the diagonal,

(1.12) 〈K〉λ,p =
1

N

∑

x,y∈VN

K(x, y)
ℑmGλ+i0(x, y)

ℑmGλ+i0(x, x)
.

To define ℑmGλ+i0(x, y) for x, y ∈ VN , take its value at any lifts x̃, ỹ of x, y in
X such that dX(x̃, ỹ) ≤ D. This gives an unambiguous definition except for the
points x where the injectivity radius ρ(x) is < D, but because of (BST), this
ambiguity in the definition is only of order o(N−1). When D = 0 we obtain
〈K〉λ,p = 1

N

∑
x∈VN

K(x, x) and Theorem 4 implies Theorem 3.
Another way to understand this formula is the following. Let P(+∞,λ] be the

spectral projector on (+∞, λ] for Ap on ℓ2(X). Seeing P as an operator-valued
measure, write

P(+∞,λ] =

∫ λ

−∞
Pt m(t)dt,

that is, Pt is the density of P with respect to the measure m(t)dt, defined as in
(1.5) with A replaces by Ap. Since

Pt(x, y) =
ℑmGt+i0(x, y)

ℑmGt+i0(x, x)
,

we see that

〈K〉λ,p =
1

N

∑

x,y∈VN

K(x, y)Pλ(x, y).

Outline of the paper : Sections 2 and 3 gather notation and facts that
are needed in the three proofs. The proofs themselves can in principle be read
independently of each other, and are given in Sections 4 (shortest proof), 5 (ergodic-
theoretic flavoured proof) and 6 (proof using the non-backtracking random walk).
The adaptation of the latter to the anisotropic case is given in Section 7; notation
and ideas from Section 6 are re-used in Section 7.
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semester.
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2. Notation and basic identities

2.1. Operators on the tree and on quotients of the tree. Let X be the
(q+1)-regular tree, let Γ be a subgroup of the automorphism group of X such that
the quotient graph G = Γ\X = (V,E) is finite. We will always assume that G is
connected. The adjacency operator on the tree is Af(x) =∑y∼x f(y). It preserves
the Γ-invariant functions, which may be identified with functions on V . We assume
for simplicity that Γ acts without fixed vertices; then A is self-adjoint on ℓ2(V )
(with V endowed with the uniform measure). In this section, Γ is fixed, so we drop
the index N (in Theorems 1 and 2, Γ = ΓN is a sequence assumed to satisfy (EXP)
and (BST)).

Call D ⊂ V (X) a fundamental domain for the action of Γ on V (X). Its cardi-
nality is |D| = |V |, the number of vertices of G.

We introduce the space H (depending on Γ although this does not appear in
the notation) of functions K : V (X) × V (X) −→ C, satisfying the condition that
K(γ · x, γ · y) = K(x, y) for all γ ∈ Γ, and such that

(2.1)
1

|D|
∑

x∈D,y∈X

|K(x, y)|2 < +∞.

Defining the scalar product 〈K1,K2〉H = 1
|D|
∑

x∈D,y∈X
K1(x, y)K2(x, y) turns H

into a Hilbert space, and we denote by ‖K‖H the corresponding norm. The space

H may be decomposed into the Hilbertian sum
⊕+∞

k=0 Hk, where Hk ⊂ H is the
finite-dimensional subspace of functions such that

K(x, y) 6= 0 ⇒ dX(x, y) = k.

When using this decomposition we will write K = (Kk)
+∞
k=0. We will denote H≤k =⊕k

j=0 Hj , and if K ∈ H≤k we say it is supported at distance ≤ k from the diagonal.

An element K ∈ H naturally defines an operator K̂ acting on Cc(V (X)) : the

operator with kernel K(x, y) = 〈δx, K̂δy〉ℓ2(X). Note that ‖K‖H is the Hilbert-

Schmidt norm of the operator |D|−1/21lDK̂ on ℓ2(X).

We will also use the norm ‖K‖sup def
= supx,y |K(x, y)|. Of course |V |−1/2‖K‖sup ≤

‖K‖H ≤ (q + 1)qk−1‖K‖sup. Remark that there exists c(k) > 1, independent of

the group Γ, such that c(k)−1‖K̂‖ℓ2(X)−→ℓ2(X) ≤ ‖K‖sup ≤ c(k)‖K̂‖ℓ2(X)−→ℓ2(X)

for K ∈ Hk (throughout the paper we denote by ‖·‖F−→G the norm of bounded
operators from a normed space F to a normed space G).

Denote by B0(X) = V (X) the set of vertices of X; B1(X) = B(X) the set
of oriented edges, and more generally Bk(X) the set of non-backtracking paths
of length k in X. The set Bk(X) is in natural bijection with the pairs (x, y) of
vertices of X at distance k from each other; we will denote by (x; y) the element
of Bk(X) determined by two such x and y. Thus, a non-backtracking path ω =
(x0, · · · , xk) ∈ Bk(X) can also be denoted by (x0;xk). For ω

′ = (x′0, · · · , x′k) ∈ Bk,
we write ω  ω′ if x′0 = x1, . . . , x

′
j = xj+1 and (x0, · · · , xk, x′k) belongs to Bk+1(X).

In the quotient, denote by B0 = V = Γ\V (X) the set of vertices of G; B1 = B =
Γ\B(X) the set of oriented edges, and more generally Bk = Γ\Bk(X) the set of non-
backtracking paths of length k in G. In many places of the paper, elements of Hk

will be seen as functions on Bk : an element K defines a function (x; y) 7→ K(x, y)
on B(X), and the equivariance property K(γ · x, γ · y) = K(x, y) shows that this
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actually descends to a function on the quotient Bk. Depending on the context,
we will use the notation K(x, y), K(x; y) or K(x0, x1, . . . , xk) for the value of the
function K on a element of Bk. For l ≤ k, we denote by jl,k is the isometric
injection of Hl into Hk, obtained by identifiying Hl with the subspace of functions
K : Bk −→ C, such that K(x0, x1, . . . , xk) depends only on (x0, x1, . . . , xl).

If ω = (x0, . . . , xk) ∈ Bk (with k ≥ 2), we define mil(ω) ∈ Bk−2 by mil(ω) =
(x1, . . . , xk−1), in other words we remove the first and last segments of the path.

We introduce several operators : an operator M : Hk −→ Hk−2 defined by

MK(ω) =
1

q

∑

mil(ω′)=ω

K(ω′)

for k ≥ 2 (on H0 or H1 we let M = 0). Its adjoint M∗ : Hk−2 −→ Hk (k ≥ 2) has
the expression

M∗K(ω) =
1

q
K(mil(ω)).

We note that MM∗ = I on Hk for k ≥ 1, which implies that

(2.2) ‖M‖Hk+2−→Hk+2
= ‖M∗‖Hk−→Hk

= 1.

On H0 we have MM∗ = q+1
q I.

Also, we introduce ∇ : Hk−1 −→ Hk by

∇f(x0, . . . , xk) = f(x1, . . . , xk)− f(x0, . . . , xk−1).

The adjoint of ∇ is ∇∗ = −M∇.
The central object of our argument is the self-adjoint operator: L : H −→ H

defined so that L̂(K) = [A, K̂]. A crucial point for proofs 2 and 3 of Theorem 2,
specific to the case of regular graphs, is that it factorizes as follows:

(2.3) L = ∇+∇∗ = (I −M)∇.
We will use repeatedly the Pythagorean theorem, in the following form: if

K(1), . . . ,K(n) ∈ H are such that K(j) ∈ Hij with j 6= k ⇒ ij 6= ik, then

(2.4)

∥∥∥∥
K(1) + . . .+K(n)

n

∥∥∥∥
H

≤ 1√
n
max

∥∥∥K(j)
∥∥∥
H
.

The last easy thing we will use, again specific to regular graphs, is the following
lemma (the proof of which is obvious)3 :

Lemma 2.1. Let F = V ect{Am,m ∈ N} ⊂ H. Then F is exactly the set of
elements K of H such that

dX(x, y) = dX(x
′, y′) ⇒ K(x, y) = K(x′, y′).

Finally, we will need two slightly more elaborate facts. If K ∈ Hk for some k,
let us denote

〈K〉 = 1

|V |τ(k)
∑

x∈D,y∈X

K(x, y)

3This is the only place where in the notation we do not distinguish between an operator and
its kernel, i.e. its matrix in the canonical basis (δx). In this lemma the operators Am are seen as
an element of H.
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(recall that τ(k) = (q+1)qk−1 is the cardinality of a sphere of radius k in the tree).
Let us introduce the element 1lk ∈ Hk,

(2.5) 1lk(x, y) = 1ld(x,y)=k,

so that τ(k)−11̂lk is the operator of averaging on spheres of radius k (in particular

1̂l0 is the identity). Denoting by Ho
k ⊂ Hk the subset of those K such that 〈K〉 = 0,

we note that
K − 〈K〉1lk ∈ Ho

k

for all K ∈ Hk. If G is connected then for every k, there exists C(k,G) > 0 such
that for all K ∈ Hk

(2.6) ‖K − 〈K〉1lk‖Hk
≤ C(k,G)‖∇K‖Hk+1

.

The notation reflects the fact that C(k,G) depends on G. A fact specific to
regular graphs is that C(k,G) can be expressed in terms of the spectral gap β:

Proposition 1. One can take

C(k,G) = C(k, β) = k +
1

β2
.

Proof. Introduce the transfer operator S : Hk −→ Hk defined by

SK(ω) =
1

q

∑

ω′
 ω

K(ω′).

An application of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality shows that

‖(I − S)K‖2H ≤ 1

q
‖∇K‖2H.

Also by Cauchy-Schwarz,
‖S‖H−→H ≤ 1.

The spectrum of S on H1 was studied in [1], Section 7.1 (in the notation of that
paper S corresponds to the adjoint of M ♯). The study of the spectrum of S on Hk

(k ≥ 2) reduces to that on H1, since for l ≥ k − 1 Sl maps Hk to j1,k(H1), and
Sl ◦ j1,k = j1,k ◦ Sl.

The explicit spectral decomposition of S done in [1] (Sections 7.1 and 7.2) and
recalled in Section 6 of this paper, shows that

(2.7) ‖Sm‖Ho
1−→Ho

1
≤ (m+ 1)(1− β′)m

with

1− β′ =
2

(q + 1)
(
1− β −

√
(1− β)2 − 4q

(q+1)2

) .

Note that β′ ∼ β q+1
q−1 for small β (and conversely, β bounded away from 0 implies

the same for β′).
For k > 1 and m ≥ k, we have

(2.8)

‖Sm‖Ho
k
−→Ho

k
≤ ‖Sk‖Ho

k−→j1,k(Ho
1)
‖Sm−k‖Ho

1−→Ho
1
≤ ((m− k) + 1)(1− β′)m−k

(see (6.7)).
Inequalities (2.1) and (2.8) imply that

(2.9) ‖(I − S)−1‖Ho
k
−→Ho

k
≤ k +

∑

m≥0

(m+ 1)(1− β′)m ≤ k +
1

β′2
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and thus

‖K − 〈K〉1lk‖2Hk
≤
(
k +

1

β′2

)2

‖(I − S)K‖2H ≤ 1

q

(
k +

1

β′2

)2

‖∇K‖2H.

�

Remark 2.2. We see that C(k, β) is an upper bound on
∑+∞

l=0 ‖Sl‖Ho
k
−→Ho

k
.

This will be used in a few places of the paper, and C(k, β) will always designate
the quantity introduced here.

And here is the last estimate we will need: let K ∈ Hk. We have seen that K
defines an operator K̂ acting on Cc(V (X)). This operator preserves the space of

Γ-invariant functions, hence also define an operator K̂G on ℓ2(V ). The kernel of

K̂G has the expression

(2.10) 〈δx, K̂Gδy〉ℓ2(V ) =
∑

γ∈Γ

K(x̃, γ · ỹ)

if x̃, ỹ are representatives in X of x, y ∈ G = Γ\X. We letKG(x, y) = 〈δx, K̂Gδy〉ℓ2(V ),

in other words KG is the matrix of K̂G in the canonical basis of ℓ2(V ). The nor-

malized Hilbert-Schmidt norm of K̂G is defined by

(2.11) ‖K̂G‖2HSN =
1

|V |
∑

x,y∈V

|KG(x, y)|2.

Proposition 2. (i) If K ∈ H≤k and k is less than the minimal injectivity
radius of G, then

‖K̂G‖2HSN = ‖K‖2H.
In particular, the map K ∈ Hk 7→ K̂G is injective if k is less than the minimal
injectivity radius of G.

(ii) More generally,
∣∣∣‖K̂G‖2HSN − ‖K‖2H

∣∣∣ ≤ τ̃ (k)2‖K‖2sup
1

|V | ♯{x ∈ V, ρ(x) ≤ k}.

Proof. Write

‖K̂G‖2HSN =
1

|V |
∑

x̃,ỹ∈D

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑

γ∈Γ

K(x̃, γ · ỹ)

∣∣∣∣∣∣

2

.

If k is less than the minimal injectivity radius of G, then for each x̃, ỹ ∈ D there is
at most one γ such that K(x̃, γ · ỹ) 6= 0. In that case, we can write

‖K̂G‖2HSN =
1

|V |
∑

x̃,ỹ∈D

∑

γ∈Γ

|K(x̃, γ · ỹ)|2

=
1

|V |
∑

x̃∈D,ỹ∈X

|K(x̃, ỹ)|2 = ‖K‖2H.

More generally, this argument remains true for those x̃ such that ρ(x̃) > k. For the
other “bad” points x̃ (such that ρ(x̃) ≤ k), the sum

∑
γ∈ΓK(x̃, γ · ỹ) contains at

most τ̃ (k) non-zero terms (the cardinality of a ball of radius k in X), because these
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would correspond to distinct4 points in the ball centered at x̃, of radius k. Thus
for a “bad” point x̃, we write

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑

γ∈Γ

K(x̃, γ · ỹ)

∣∣∣∣∣∣

2

≤ τ̃ (k)2‖K‖2sup.

This ends the proof of (ii). �

2.2. Fourier analysis on the tree . In our last proof of Theorem 2 (Proof 4,
Section 6) we will need some Fourier analysis on the tree to describe explicitly the
spectral decomposition of A on ℓ2(X). We refer to [10] for a detailed presentation
and we just gather here the few facts we will need. The use of Fourier analysis may
seem a drawback of Proof 4, since we announced we aimed precisely at avoiding
this. However, as we shall see in Section 7, the following facts can be extended to
other operators than A, provided they are nearest-neighbour operators, and that
we work in a region of the spectrum where the Green function has a finite limit on
the real axis (which implies absolute continuity of the spectral measure, commonly
associated with delocalization of eigenfunctions). Note also that, contrary to [1],
we will not use any Paley-Wiener type theorem.

Fix a vertex o in X, called the origin. Introduce the Green function,

gγ(x) = (γ −A)−1(x, o)

for γ ∈ C \ R. Its explicit expression is

gγ(x) =
q−αd(x,o)

qα − q−α

where α is the only solution (modulo 2iπ/ ln q) of

γ = q1−α + qα

such that ℜe α > 1/2. We see that for every λ ∈ R, gγ(x) has a limit when γ = λ+iǫ
and ǫ > 0 tends to 0; similarly when γ = λ− iǫ and ǫ > 0 tends to 0. These limits
are denoted by gλ±i0(x) :

gλ+i0(x) =
q−(1/2+is)d(x,o)

q1/2+is − q−(1/2+is)

where s should be chosen such that sin(s ln q) ≥ 0.
The spectral measure of the operator A on ℓ2(X) for the state δo (Dirac mass

at the origin o) is absolutely continuous, given by

m(λ)dλ = − 1

π
ℑmgλ+i0(o)dλ = − 1

2πi
(gλ+i0(o)− gλ−i0(o))dλ.

This measure is also often referred to as the Plancherel measure for X, or the Kesten
measure [20]. It is supported in (−2

√
q, 2

√
q), where it is smooth and positive.

Let us also introduce the “Poisson kernel”. Denote by ∂X the boundary at
infinity of the tree; here it can be identified with the set of infinite non-backtracking
paths starting at the origin o. For x ∈ X and ω ∈ ∂X and γ 6∈ R,

Pγ(x, ω) = lim
y∈X,y−→ω

gγ(x, y)

gγ(o, y)
= q−αhω(x)

4Here we use the fact that Γ acts without fixed points.
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where hω(x) = limy−→ω d(x, y) − d(o, y) is the Busemann function centered at
ω ∈ ∂X. Actually, this is also well defined for γ = λ + i0, by replacing α by
−(1/2+is) with sin(s ln q) ≥ 0. Denote by Pλ,ω the function on X, x 7→ Pλ+i0(x, ω).

Let ν be the harmonic measure on ∂X, seen from o. If (o, xi1 , . . . , xiM ) is a non-
backtracking path of length M starting at o, and if [o, xi1 , . . . , xiM ] ⊂ ∂X denotes
the set of infinite paths starting with o, xi1 , . . . , xiM , it has the simple expression

ν([o, xi1 , . . . , xiM ]) = (q + 1)−1q−(M−1) =
1

τ(M)
.

The functions Pλ,ω are generalized eigenfunctions of A. For any f ∈ ℓ2(X), the
spectral decomposition of f for the operator A reads :

(2.12) f(x) =

∫

∂X×R

〈Pλ,ω, f〉Pλ,ω(x)dν(ω)m(λ)dλ

and the Plancherel formula,

(2.13) ‖f‖22 =
∫

∂X×R

|〈Pλ,ω , f〉|2dν(ω)m(λ)dλ.

For K̂ an operator on ℓ2(X), with kernel K(x, y) (assuming for instance K is
compactly supported) we also have

(2.14) Trℓ2(X)K̂ =
∑

x∈X

K(x, x) =

∫

∂X×R

〈Pλ,ω, K̂Pλ,ω〉dν(ω)m(λ)dλ,

and similarly
(2.15)

‖K̂‖2KS(ℓ2(X) = Trℓ2(X)K̂
∗K̂ =

∑

x,y∈X

|K(x, y)|2
∫

∂X×R

‖K̂Pλ,ω‖2ℓ2(X)〉dν(ω)m(λ)dλ.

Note that all these formulas are independent of the choice of the origin o used
in the definition of ν and of the functions Pλ,ω. This can be seen from the fact that
if νo′ is the harmonic measure seen from a point o′ ∈ X, we have

(2.16)
dνo′

dνo
(ω) = qhω(o)−hω(o′).

3. Preparatory remarks

The three proofs of Theorem 2 contained in this paper will be numbered 2, 3,
4 (Proof 1 will refer to the original proof in [1]). We are going to prove the result
announced in Remark 1.2; so from now on we work with a fixed finite graph and
drop the index N from our notation. The graphs will always be assumed to be
connected.

Before we start proving Theorem 2 in §4, let us make a few simplifying remarks
on the operator K it involves. First, we note that any operator K supported at
distance ≤ D from the diagonal, as in Theorem 2, is a sum of D + 1 operators,

K =
∑D

m=0 Km where Km is such that Km(x, y) 6= 0 =⇒ dG(x, y) = m. Thus it
is enough to fix m and to prove the theorem for an operator Km satisfying this
assumption.
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Second, the operatorKm can always be written asKm = K̂G for someK ∈ Hm.

Recall from (2.10) that for x, y ∈ V , the kernel of K̂G is

(3.1) KG(x, y) =
∑

γ∈Γ

K(x̃, γ · ỹ)

where x̃, ỹ are lifts of x, y in X. There may be several K yielding the same

K̂G, but we may always choose K so that there is always at most one non-
zero term in the sum (3.1), corresponding to an element γ such that dX(x̃, γ ·
ỹ) = dG(x, y). For this choice, the quantity

∑
x,y∈|V |KG(x, y)Φλj (dG(x, y)) is the

same as
∑

x∈D,y∈X
K(x, y)Φλj (dX(x, y)). Note also that in this case ‖K̂G‖HSN =

‖K‖Hm.

So it is enough to prove the theorem for an operator K = K̂G with K ∈ Hm,
m ≤ D fixed. We finally check that it is enough to prove Theorem 2 in the case of

an operator K = K̂G with K ∈ Ho
m for some fixed m. In this case, 〈K〉λ = 0 for

all λ, and the result we have to prove simply reads
(3.2)

1

|V |

|V |∑

j=1

∣∣∣〈ψj , K̂Gψj〉
∣∣∣
2

≤ C̃(m,β)

(‖K‖2Hm

Rα
+ qα̃R

1

|V | ♯{x ∈ V, ρ(x) ≤ R}‖K‖2sup
)

(or the weaker type of estimate (1.9) for Proof 4).
Assuming (3.2) holds for K ∈ Ho

m, let us check that the general result for
K ∈ Hm follows : if K ∈ Hm, then we replace K by K − 〈K〉1lm which lies in Ho

m.

The operator 1̂lm is an explicit function of A : 1̂lm = hm(A) where

hm(λ) = τ(m)q−m/2

(
2

q + 1
cos(ms ln q) +

q − 1

q + 1

sin((m+ 1)s ln q)

sin(s ln q)

)

for λ = 2
√
q cos(s ln q). We thus have

(1̂lm)Gψj = hm(λj)ψj .

After adjustment of the factor C̃(m,β), equation (3.2) for operators in Ho
m implies

(3.3)

1

|V |

|V |∑

j=1

∣∣∣〈ψj , K̂Gψj〉 − hm(λj)〈K〉
∣∣∣
2

≤ C̃(m,β)

(‖K‖2Hm

Rα
+ qα̃R

1

|V | ♯{x ∈ V, ρ(x) ≤ R}‖K‖2sup
)
.

for any K ∈ Hm. This is the desired result : just note that for K ∈ Hm we have

hm(λj)〈K〉 = 〈K〉λj .

We are almost ready to begin with our proof. From now on, let us fix m. For
K ∈ Hm, define the “quantum variance”,

(3.4) V ar(K) =
1

|V |

|V |∑

j=1

∣∣∣〈ψj , K̂Gψj〉
∣∣∣
2

.

The goal is to show that for K ∈ H0
m we have (3.2). (or the weaker form (1.9) for

Proof 4).
Obviously,

V ar(K) ≤ ‖K̂G‖2HSN .

We will also use repeatedly the fact that V ar(K1 +K2) ≤ 2V ar(K1) + 2V ar(K2).
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For Proofs 2 and 4, the following technical remark will be useful :

Lemma 3.1. Assume we have shown an estimate of the form

V ar((1 − S)K) ≤ C(m)

n
‖K‖2Hm

+ ‖K‖2supfm,G(n)

for all K ∈ Hm (m ≥ 1) and all n.
(i) Then for all K ∈ H0

m, for any integer n, we have

V ar(K) ≤ 2
C(m)C(m,β)2

n
‖K‖2H0

m
+ 2T 2‖K‖2supfm,G(n) + 2

C(m,β)2

T 2
‖K‖2H0

m

+ 2‖K‖2supτ̃ (m)2
1

|V | ♯{x ∈ V, ρ(x) ≤ m}.

(ii) Taking n = T 2, we obtain that for all K ∈ H0
m, for any integer n, we have

V ar(K) ≤ 2C(m,β)2(C(m) + 1)

n
‖K‖2H0

m

+ 2‖K‖2sup
(
nfm,G(n) + τ̃ (m)2

1

|V | ♯{x ∈ V, ρ(x) ≤ m}
)

The constant C(m,β) is the one defined in Proposition 1. The same lemma
holds for m = 0, replacing 1− S by 1− A

q+1 , and taking C(0, β) = β−1.

Proof. For K ∈ H0
m, we know that there exists a unique K ′ ∈ H0

m such that
K = (1 − S)K ′, and moreover ‖K ′‖2H0

m
≤ C(m,β)‖K‖2H0

m
(see (2.9)). Thus our

assumption implies that

V ar(K) ≤ C(m)C(m,β)

n
‖K‖2Hm

+ ‖K ′‖2supfm,G(n).

The problem is that the spectral gap assumption gives no information about ‖K ′‖sup.
To solve this problem, fix an integer T and consider an approximation of (1 −

S)−1K, defined by

K ′
T =

1

T

T−2∑

k=0

(T − 1− k)SkK.

It is built so that (1 − S)K ′
T = K − 1

T

∑T−1
k=0 SkK. Clearly, ‖K ′

T‖sup ≤ T ‖K‖sup.
By Remark 2.2,

∥∥∥∥∥
1

T

T−1∑

k=0

SkK

∥∥∥∥∥
H0

m

≤ C(m,β)

T
‖K‖H0

m

and

‖K ′
T ‖H0

m
≤

T−2∑

k=0

‖SkK‖H0
m
≤ C(m,β)‖K‖H0

m
.
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Applying our assumption and Proposition 2, we get

V ar(K) ≤ 2V ar((1 − S)K ′
T ) + 2V ar

(
1

T

T−1∑

k=0

SkK

)

≤ 2
C(m)C(m,β)2

n
‖K‖2H0

m
+ 2T 2‖K‖2supfm,G(n) + 2

∥∥∥∥∥
1

T

T−1∑

k=0

(̂SkK)G

∥∥∥∥∥

2

HSN

≤ 2
C(m)C(m,β)2

n
‖K‖2H0

m
+ 2T 2‖K‖2supfm,G(n) + 2

C(m,β)2

T 2
‖K‖2H0

m

+2‖K‖2supτ̃ (m)2
1

|V | ♯{x ∈ V, ρ(x) ≤ m}.

�

Notation : In what follows, the notation oΛ(1)u−→v will be used to mean “a
quantity tending to 0 when u tends to v, Λ being fixed” (Λ, u, v can be any kind of
object, integers, graphs, etc.).

“Constants that vary from line to line” : For more clarity, the notation
C(k, β) will always refer to the quantity introduced in Proposition 1 and Remark
2.2.

The notation c(k) > 1 will always mean a constant (depending on k) such that,
for K ∈ Hk,

c(k)−1‖K̂‖ℓ2(X)−→ℓ2(X) ≤ ‖K‖sup ≤ c(k)‖K̂‖ℓ2(X)−→ℓ2(X)

and

‖K̂G‖ℓ2(V )−→ℓ2(V ) ≤ c(k)‖K‖sup.
In Proof 4 we shall also ask that

‖K̂B‖ℓ2(B)−→ℓ2(B) ≤ c(k)‖K‖sup.
The quantity c(k) can be taken independent of the graph G.

All the other factors, like C(m), C̃(m,β), etc. are expressions that can, in
theory, be made explicit, and whose expression can be adjusted from line to line.

4. Proof 2: ultra-short

We start with our shortest proof, which in addition gives the best exponent
α = 1 in the estimate (3.2) of the rate of decay of the variance as a function of the
girth. This proof is especially short if the girth goes to infinity. However, this proof
seems less susceptible of adaptation to other models.

Consider as before the Hilbert space HSN(ℓ2(V )), space of linear operators on
ℓ2(V ) endowed with the normalized Hilbert-Schmidt norm,

‖K‖2HSN =
1

|V |
∑

x,y∈V

|K(x, y)|2

if K is the matrix of K in the canonical basis. As we have seen in Proposition 2,

there is a map K 7→ K̂G from Hm to HSN(ℓ2(V )), which is an isometry if m is
less than the minimal injectivity radius.
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For K ∈ Hm (or more generally H≤m for some integer m), define the quantum

variance : V ar(K) = 1
|V |
∑|V |

j=1

∣∣∣〈ψj , K̂Gψj〉
∣∣∣
2

. An easy but important step of the

proof is to note that

(4.1) V ar(K) ≤ ‖K̂G‖2HSN .

The quantum variance obviously has the following property :

V ar(LK) = 0

for all K, where, recall, L is such that L̂K = [A, K̂].
We now use the fact that

L = (1 −M)∇ = ∇+∇∗

(see (2.3)) which implies
V ar((∇ +∇∗)(K)) = 0

and (since V ar(K1 +K2) = 0 implies V ar(K1) = V ar(K2)),

V ar(∇∗K) = V ar(∇K).

Let also note that M∇M∗ = ∇. Thus, applying the identity V ar((1−M)∇K) = 0
with K replaced by M∗K, we obtain

V ar(∇(I −M∗)K) = 0

which implies
V ar(∇K) = V ar(∇M∗K).

Applying this with K replaced by 1
n

∑n−2
k=0 (n− 1− k)M∗kK, we find for all n

V ar(∇K) = V ar (∇ΣnK)

where

(4.2) Σn def
=

1

n
(I +M∗ + . . .+M∗(n−1)).

Finally we have got
V ar(∇∗K) = V ar (∇ΣnK)

for all n.
If K ∈ Hm, then ∇ΣnK ∈ Hm+2n+1. Applying Proposition 2,

V ar (∇ΣnK) ≤ ‖∇̂ΣnKG‖2HSN

≤ ‖∇ΣnK‖2H + τ̃ (m+ 2n+ 1)2‖∇ΣnK‖2sup
1

|V | ♯{x ∈ V, ρ(x) ≤ m+ 2n+ 1}.

Note that ‖∇‖H−→H ≤ 2
√
q, ‖∇‖sup−→sup ≤ 2, that ‖Σn‖H−→H ≤

(
q+1
q

)1/2
for

all n (see (2.2)), and that ‖Σn‖sup−→sup ≤ qn.
IfK ∈ Hm, then∇M∗kK ∈ Hm+2k+1, and thus the family (∇M∗kK)k∈N is or-

thogonal in H. Using Pythagoras’ theorem in the form (2.4) to evaluate ‖∇ΣnK‖2H,
we obtain
(4.3)

V ar (∇∗K) ≤ 4(q + 1)

n
‖K‖2H+8(q+1)qnτ̃(m+2n+1)2‖K‖2sup

1

|V | ♯{x ∈ V, ρ(x) ≤ m+2n+1}.

To conclude the proof, we note that for each K ∈ H0
m, we can write

K = ∇∗∇K ′
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with K ′ ∈ Hm and ‖K ′‖H ≤ C(m,β)2‖K‖H where C(m,β) is as in Proposition 1.
Thus for K ∈ H0

m

V ar (K) ≤ 16q(q+1)
C(m,β)2

n
‖K‖2H+8(q+1)qnτ̃ (m+2n+2)2‖∇K ′‖2sup

1

|V | ♯{x ∈ V, ρ(x) ≤ m+2n+2}.

At this point we are stuck if we are not able to estimate ‖K ′‖2sup with constants
that do not depend on the graph. So let us start with the simpler case where
ρ(x) > m+ 2n+ 2 for all x. We find

V ar (K) ≤ 16q(q + 1)C(m,β)2
1

n
‖K‖2H

for any n such that m+2n+2 is less than the minimal injectivity radius. Assuming
the girth goes to infinity, we thus find

V ar (K) ≤ C̃(m,β)‖K‖2H girth(G)−1,

for all K ∈ H0
m, that is a statement of the form (1.10) with α = 1.

If the girth does not grow to infinity, the proof still works at the expense of a
few more lines. Start again at (4.3). If jm−1,m is the injection of Hm−1 into Hm

describe in §2, we note the identity ∇∗ ◦ jm−1,m = q(I−S) on H0
m−1. Thus, taking

K ′ ∈ Hm−1 and applying (4.3) to K = jm−1,mK
′, we obtain

V ar ((1− S)K ′) ≤ 4(q + 1)

n
‖K‖2H+8(q+1)qnτ̃(m+2n+1)2‖K‖2sup

1

|V | ♯{x ∈ V, ρ(x) ≤ m+2n+1}.

Applying Lemma 3.1, (and changing m− 1 into m) we obtain

V ar(K) ≤ 2C(m,β)2(4q + 5)

n
‖K‖2Hm

+2‖K‖2sup
(
8n(q + 1)qnτ̃ (m+ 2n+ 2)2

1

|V | ♯{x ∈ V, ρ(x) ≤ m+ 2n+ 2}+ τ̃ (m)2
1

|V | ♯{x ∈ V, ρ(x) ≤ m}
)

This is again of the desired form (3.2).

5. Proof 3 : ergodic-flavoured proof

As a little warm-up let us prove the following lemma. We use the notation from
Section 2.

Lemma 5.1. The null-space of the operator L in H is the subspace F .

Proof. Because of (2.3), L(K) = 0 is equivalent to∇K = M∇K, and because
M maps Hk to Hk−2 and has norm 1, this implies

‖(∇K)k−2‖H ≤ ‖(∇K)k‖H.
On the other hand, since ∇K ∈ H, ‖(∇K)k‖H goes to 0 as k −→ +∞. Thus we
must have ∇K = 0. Because of Lemma 2.1, we must have K ∈ F . �

Question : It is an interesting (and apparently difficult) question to under-
stand if Lemma 5.1 extends to non-regular graphs. We have in mind the following :
let T be an infinite tree (without leaves), and assume that there is a group Γ of
automorphisms, acting without fixed vertices, such that G = Γ\T is a finite graph.
Call D ⊂ V (T ) a fundamental domain for the action of Γ on V (T ). Its cardi-
nality is the number of vertices of G. Introduce the Hilbert space H of functions
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K : V (T )×V (T ) −→ C – such that K(γ ·x, γ ·y) = K(x, y) for all γ ∈ Γ, and such
that

1

|D|
∑

x∈D,y∈X

|K(x, y)|2 < +∞.

As before, each elementK onH defines an operator K̂ on ℓ2(T ). Define an operator

L : H −→ H by the identity L̂K = [A, K̂].

Let F = V ect{Am,m ∈ N} ⊂ H.
Under which conditions on T and Γ is it true that the null-space of L : K 7→

[A,K] in H is F ? Although we do not have the answer, we can make a few more
comments5.

• the desired property (namely that the null-space of L in H is FA) is a form
of ergodicity of the unitary flow (eitL) : it says that the only elements of
the Hilbert space H that are invariant under the flow are the trivial ones,
that is, the elements of FA.

• it is quite simple to show (even for non regular trees) that, for any k, the
elements of H≤k that commute with A are polynomials of degree k in A.
This does not trivially imply the desired property for all elements of H.
Continuing the analogy with ergodic theory, this is similar to the difference
between topological transitivity (“the only smooth invariant functions are
the trivial ones”) and ergodicity (“the only L2 invariant functions are
the trivial ones”). Topological transitivity does not automatically imply
ergodicity.

• in spite of the fact that we cannot prove Lemma 5.1 for non-regular graph,
we still believe that it should hold in great generality. It is usual that er-
godic properties are easier to prove for homogeneous geometries than for
non-homogeneous ones, because one can use explicit algebraic calculations
that are not available otherwise. For instance, ergodicity of hyperbolic lin-
ear torus aumorphisms is extremely simple to prove using Fourier series,
whereas for the non-algebraic ones one needs to use the general theory
of hyperbolic dynamical systems, in particular the existence and abso-
lute continuity of stable/unstable foliations. Recall that ergodicity of the
geodesic flow was proven by Hopf and Hedlund in the 30s for compact
hyperbolic manifolds [17, 18] but only at the end of the 60s by Anosov
for manifolds of variable negative curvature [2]. The explicit rate of er-
godicity (or mixing) was obtained in the 70s by Ratner for hyperbolic
surfaces using representation theory [24] but only in 98 by Dolgopyat [12]
for surfaces of variable negative curvature (see also [21]). This lapse of
time indicates the difficulty of treating non-homogeneous geometries.

Back to the case of regular graphs, we want a quantitative version of Lemma
5.1:

Lemma 5.2. Let K ∈ H be such that ‖L(K)‖H ≤ δ < 1 and such that K ⊥ F
in H. Then, for all m,

‖Km‖H ≤ C(m,β)
δ1/3

1− δ1/3

5We could ask the same questions with the Laplacian ∆ instead of the adjacency matric A;
for a non-regular graph these operators are no longer related by (1.4).
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where C(m,β) is the constant appearing in Proposition 1.

Proof. We have ‖(I − M)∇K‖ ≤ δ. Since M has norm ≤ 1, applying
(I+M+. . .+Mn−1) to (I−M)∇K we obtain the inequality ‖(I−Mn)∇K‖H ≤ nδ
for any integer n. Thus, for any integers m and n, for every u ∈ Hm,

|〈∇K,u〉H| ≤ |〈∇K,Σnu〉|+ nδ‖u‖H
where Σn was defined in (4.2).

By Pythagoras in the form (2.4), we have ‖Σnu‖H ≤ n−1/2‖u‖H. Taking n of
order δ−2/3 we obtain

|〈∇K,u〉H| ≤ δ1/3‖u‖H(1 + ‖∇K‖H)
(for every u ∈ Hm) and thus

‖(∇K)m‖H(1− δ1/3) ≤ δ1/3

for all m. From Proposition 1 this implies that

‖Km − 〈Km〉1lm‖H ≤ C(m,β)
δ1/3

1− δ1/3

and because we assumed 〈Km〉 = 0 (for all m) we get the announced result. �

This lemma implies the following:

Lemma 5.3. If K ∈ H0
m then

∥∥∥∥∥
1

T

∫ T

0

eitLKdt

∥∥∥∥∥
H

≤ (C(m,β)1/2 + 16)‖K‖
T 1/7

.

Proof. We may assume that ‖K‖H ≤ 1. Use the spectral decomposition of L
to write

K = 1l[−δ,δ](L)(K) + 1l[−δ,δ]c(L)(K) =: K(1) +K(2)

where 1lI(L) stands for the spectral projector associated to L on the interval I.
Obviously, ∥∥∥∥∥

1

T

∫ T

0

eitLK(2)dt

∥∥∥∥∥
H

≤ 2

δT
.

On the other hand, by the previous lemma,

|〈K(1),K〉| ≤ C(m,β)
δ1/3

1− δ1/3

and thus

‖K(1)‖2 ≤ C(m,β)
δ1/3

1− δ1/3
.

Thus, ∥∥∥∥∥
1

T

∫ T

0

eitLKdt

∥∥∥∥∥
H

≤ C(m,β)1/2
δ1/6

(1− δ1/3)1/2
+

2

δT
.

Here δ > 0 was arbitrary : we now take δ = T−6/7

(1+T−2/7)3
∼ T−6/7 to get the

announced result. �

We are now ready to prove Theorem 2.
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Proof. Define the quantum variance as in (3.4). Since V ar(L(K)) = 0 for all
K, the quantum variance has the following invariance property

V ar(K) = V ar

(
1

T

∫ T

0

eitLKdt

)
,

for any T , or in fact we will use the approximate version of the exponential,

V ar(K) = V ar


 1

T

∫ T

0

∑

j≤M

(itL)jK
j!

dt


 ,

for any T and any M .
Let us assume from now on that K ∈ H0

m. Let 1 > ǫ > 0. Choose T = T (ǫ)

such that (C(m,β)1/2+16)
T 1/7 ≤ ǫ1/2 and thus

(5.1)

∥∥∥∥∥
1

T

∫ T

0

eitLKdt

∥∥∥∥∥
H

≤ ǫ‖K‖.

Since L is a bounded operator (with norms independent of our graph, actually just
a function of q), we can find M =M(T (ǫ)) such that

∥∥∥∥∥∥
eitL −

∑

j≤M

(itL)j
j!

∥∥∥∥∥∥
H

≤ ǫ

for all t ≤ T (ǫ). Actually M = 5‖L‖H−→HT (ǫ) amply does the job.
It follows in particular that

(5.2)

∥∥∥∥∥∥
1

T

∫ T

0

∑

j≤M

(itL)jK
j!

dt

∥∥∥∥∥∥

2

H

≤
∥∥∥∥∥
1

T

∫ T

0

eitLKdt

∥∥∥∥∥

2

H
+ ǫ(2 + ǫ)‖K‖2H

and

(5.3)

∥∥∥∥∥∥
1

T

∫ T

0

∑

j≤M

(itL)jK
j!

dt

∥∥∥∥∥∥

2

H

≤ (1 + ǫ)2‖K‖2H ≤ 4‖K‖2H.

Taking R ≥ m+ 2M , we now use Proposition 2 to write

(5.4)

∥∥∥∥∥∥
1

T

∫ T

0

∑

j≤M

(itL̂)jKG

j!
dt

∥∥∥∥∥∥

2

HSN

≤

∥∥∥∥∥∥
1

T

∫ T

0

∑

j≤M

(itL)jK
j!

dt

∥∥∥∥∥∥

2

H

+ 4τ̃(R)2‖K‖2sup
1

|V | ♯{x ∈ V, ρ(x) ≤ R}.
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All in all, using successively (4.1), (5.4), (5.2) and (5.1),

(5.5) V ar(K) = V ar


 1

T

∫ T

0

∑

j≤M

(itL)jK
j!

dt




≤

∥∥∥∥∥∥
1

T

∫ T

0

∑

j≤M

(itL)jK
j!

dt

∥∥∥∥∥∥

2

H

+ 4τ̃(R)2‖K‖2sup
1

|V | ♯{x ∈ V, ρ(x) ≤ R}

≤
∥∥∥∥∥
1

T

∫ T

0

eitLKdt

∥∥∥∥∥

2

H
+ 3ǫ‖K‖2H + 4τ̃(R)2‖K‖2sup

1

|V | ♯{x ∈ V, ρ(x) ≤ R}

≤ 4ǫ‖K‖2H + 4τ̃(R)2‖K‖2sup
1

|V | ♯{x ∈ V, ρ(x) ≤ R}.

Note that for fixed m, R is of order ǫ−7/2, in other words ǫ is of order R−2/7.
This gives an estimate of the form (3.2) (with α = 2/7) and thus proves Theorem
2.

�

Remark 5.4. If K ∈ H0
m, we know that K ∈ F⊥ = (KerL)⊥ = ImL. If we

had K ∈ ImL we would have the equality V ar(K) = 0. We can summarize this
proof by saying that we approximate K by explicit elements of ImL, namely

KT = K − 1

T

∫ T

0

eitLKdt =
1

T

∫ T

0

(I − eitL)K ∈ ImL,

for which we can prove that V ar(K −KT ) is small, and thus V ar(K) is close to
V ar(KT ) = 0.

6. Proof 4, using the non-backtracking random walk

In this proof we work with the eigenfunctions of the non-backtracking random
walk. In §6.1 we recall how these are related to the eigenfunctions of the laplacian.
In §6.3 we define a new quantum variance, defined in terms of the non-backtracking
eigenfunctions; we show that it vanishes asymptotically, under assumptions (EXP)
and (BST). Finally we transfer the result to a result about the eigenfunctions of
the laplacian, proving Theorem 1.

6.1. Eigenfunctions of the non-backtracking operator. The facts given
in this section are true for all regular graphs, without the need of Assumptions
(EXP) and (BST).

Recall that B(X) is the set of oriented edges of X. If e is an element of B(X),
we shall denote by o(e) ∈ X its origin, t(e) ∈ X its terminus, and ê ∈ B(X) the
reversed bond. Let A♯ be the positive matrix indexed by B(X)×B(X), defined by

A♯(e, e′) = 1

if o(e′) = t(e) and e′ 6= ê; and A♯(e, e′) = 0 otherwise. Remark that A♯/q is
bistochastic. If we define ι : ℓ2(B(X)) −→ ℓ2(B(X)) by ιf(e) = f(ê), we have an
explicit conjugation between A♯ and its adjoint : A♯∗ = ιA♯ι.

Denote by B = Γ\B(X) the set of directed bonds of G = Γ\X. Note that B
has cardinality |V |(q + 1) (recall that V is the set of vertices of G). We can let A♯

act on the space of Γ-invariant functions on B(X); hence on ℓ2(B). The spectral
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radius of A♯ is q. There is an explicit relation (described for instance in [1], where
A♯/q is denoted M ♯) between the spectrum of A♯ and the spectrum of the original
adjacency operator A on ℓ2(V ) :

(o) the matrix A♯ has q in its spectrum, corresponding to the constant eigen-
function. The matrix A♯ has −q in its spectrum iff A has −(q + 1) in its
spectrum, iff the graph G is bi-partite.

(i) each eigenvalue λ 6= ±(q + 1) of A, written as λ = q1/2+is + q1/2−is with
s ∈ R ∪ iR, gives rise to the two eigenvalues

2q(
λ±

√
λ2 − 4q

) = q1/2±is

of A♯;

(ii) in addition, A♯ admits the eigenvalue 1 with multiplicity b
def
= |E|−|V |+1

(the rank of the fundamental group of G); and the eigenvalue −1 with
multiplicity b− 1 if −(q + 1) is not an eigenvalue of A, or b if −(q + 1) is
an eigenvalue of A (equivalently, if the graph is bi-partite).

In particular, the eigenvalue q of A♯ has multiplicity 1. The tempered spectrum
of A corresponds to eigenvalues of A♯ of modulus

√
q; the untempered spectrum of

A contained in (q + 1)[−1, 1 − β] gives rise to real eigenvalues of A♯ contained in
q[−1, 1− β′] with

(6.1) 1− β′ =
2

(q + 1)
(
1− β −

√
(1− β)2 − 4q

(q+1)2

) .

This statement can be made more precise by relating the eigenvectors of the
two operators. The eigenvectors of A♯ are related to those of A as follows:

(o), (i) an eigenfunction φ of A for the eigenvalue λ 6= ±1 gives rise to the two
eigenfunctions of A♯,

f1(e) = φ(t(e)) − ǫ1φ(o(e)); f2(e) = φ(t(e))− ǫ2φ(o(e)),

where ǫ1, ǫ2 are the two roots of qǫ2 − λǫ+1 = 0. If λ = q1/2+is + q1/2−is

then ǫ1, ǫ2 = q−1/2±is. The two eigenvalues of A♯ are qǫ1, qǫ2 = q1/2±is.
In the particular case of the eigenvalues λ = ±2

√
q of A, we get Jordan

blocks of size 2 for A♯.
Note that these functions (together with the trivial eigenfunctions, i.e.

constant and alternate) generate the subspace F of ℓ2(B) generated by
functions that depend only on the origin and functions that depend only
on the terminus. This space is 2|V | − 1-dimensional in the non-bipartite
case, and 2|V | − 2-dimensional in the bipartite case.

(ii) the eigenvalues ±1 of A♯ correspond, respectively, to odd and even6 solu-
tions of

∑
o(e)=x f(e) = 0 (for every vertex x).

The eigenfunctions of the family (ii) are automatically orthogonal to those of
the family (o), (i). In (i), eigenfunctions of A♯ stemming from different eigenvalues
λ of A are orthogonal; the two eigenfunctions f1, f2 stemming from the same λ
are not orthogonal. However, in an orthonormal basis (f1, f

′
2) of V ect(f1, f2), the

6Odd means f(ê) = −f(e) and even means f(ê) = f(e), for every bond e.
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matrix of A♯ is triangular, with qǫ1, qǫ2 on the diagonal, and in the upper corner,
a complex number which is an explicit continuous function of q, ǫ1, ǫ2, and thus is
bounded (independently of the graph).

6.2. Notational point. To complement the definitions introduced in Section

2, for k ≥ 1, any element K ∈ Hk can now be used to define an operator K̂B(X) on

ℓ2(B(X)), with kernel

(6.2) 〈δb1 , K̂B(X)δb2〉ℓ2(B(X))
def
= K(o(b1), t(b2))

if b1, b2 ∈ B(X) are such that A♯(k−1)(b1, b2) 6= 0 and 〈δb1 , K̂B(X)δb2〉ℓ2(B(X)) = 0

otherwise. It also defines an operator K̂B on ℓ2(B), with kernel

(6.3) 〈δb1 , K̂Bδb2〉ℓ2(V ) =
∑

γ∈Γ

K(o(b̃1), γ · t(b̃2)) def
= KB(b1, b2)

if b1, b2 ∈ B = Γ\B(X) and b̃1, b̃2 ∈ B(X) are lifts of b1, b2. By linearity, these
definitions extend to K ∈ H≤k.

Recall that we see an element K ∈ Hk as a function on Bk, the set of non-
backtracking paths of length k on G. Remember that we have introduced the
action of the transfer operator S in the proof of Proposition 1. If K ∈ Hk then

SK ∈ Hk. So it defines operators ŜK on ℓ2(X), ŜKG on ℓ2(V ), as well as ŜKB(X)

on ℓ2(B(X)), and ŜKB on ℓ2(B), according to (6.2), (6.3).
Note that H1 coincides with ℓ2(B) (up to the factor |V | in the definition of the

norm). With this identification, the action of S on H1 coincides with the action of

q−1A♯∗ on ℓ2(B). We want to caution here that the operator ŜKB = q−1Â♯∗KB

should not be mistaken for the composition q−1A♯∗ ◦ K̂B of two operators acting
on ℓ2(B).

On the other hand, we will work with A♯K̂B , that is the composition A♯ ◦ K̂B.

It coincides with σ̂KB, where σ : H −→ H is the “left-shift” defined by

(6.4) σK(x, y) = K(x′, y)

if (x; y) = (x, x′, . . . , y). Similarly, K̂BA♯ = K̂B ◦ A♯ coincides with ρ̂KB, where
ρ : H −→ H is the “right-shift” defined by

(6.5) ρK(x, y) = K(x, y′)

if (x; y) = (x, x′, . . . , y′, y). Note that both σ and ρ map Hk to Hk+1, and that they
commute.

6.3. The non-backtracking quantum variance. Now fix (ψj) an orthonor-
mal family of ℓ2(V ) consisting of tempered eigenfunctions of A, for the eigenvalues
λj ∈ (−2

√
q, 2

√
q) (to simplify the discussion we simply ignore the untempered

spectrum, this is a harmless simplification if (BST) is satisfied); define

fj(e) = ψj(t(e))− ǫ(j)ψj(o(e))

where ǫ(j) is a root of qǫ2 − λjǫ + 1 = 0. If λj = q1/2+isj + q1/2−isj , then ǫ(j) =

q−1/2±isj ; To fix the notation, say ǫ(j) = q−1/2−isj . Then fj is an eigenfunction of

A♯ for the eigenvalue µj = q1/2+isj . Now define

f∗
j (e) = ιfj(e) = ψj(o(e)) − ǫ(j)ψj(t(e))
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(recall that ι consists in reversing the edges). Now f∗
j is an eigenfunction of A♯∗

for the eigenvalue µj . As soon as µj 6= µj , i.e. λj 6∈
{
±2

√
q
}
, then f∗

j and fj are
automatically orthogonal.

For K ∈ H≤m (m ≥ 1 fixed) we now introduce the “non-backtracking quantum
variance”

V arnb(K) =
1

|V |
∑

j

|〈f∗
j , K̂Bfj〉|2.

Note that it has the funny property that V arnb(1l) = 0 (usually we expect quantum
variances to satisfy V ar(1l) = 1). Here we will prove that V arnb(K) tends to zero
when the size of the graph increases, for all K without any restriction. We shall
see later what it implies for the usual quantum variance (for which, of course, the
best we can hope for is to prove that it decays for all K ∈ H0

m).
From the previous proofs, we recall that the general philosophy is to use the

eigenfunction property to note, trivially, that the quantum variance vanishes on
a certain subspace of operators; then to transform this trivial statement into a
less trivial one, using the assumptions (BST) and (EXP). Here, the eigenfunction
property implies that

(6.6) 〈f∗
j , (ǭjA♯K̂B − K̂BA♯ǫj)fj〉 = 0

for all j. Since ǫj does depend on j, we see that this identity depends on j, so
that we cannot convert this into an identity for V arnb. To solve that problem, we
restrict the definition of the variance to eigenvalues in a small interval I, where ǫj
may be regarded as almost constant.

To that end, let us fix a value E0 ∈ (−2
√
q, 2

√
q), and I = (E0−δ, E0+δ) where

δ is small enough so that I ⊂ (−2
√
q, 2

√
q) (δ is fixed, but can be taken arbitrarily

small). When needed, we shall write E0 = q1/2+is0 + q1/2−is0 and ǫ0 = q−1/2−is0

with, say, ℑmǫ0 ≤ 0. Define the local quantum variance :

V arInb(K) =
1

N(I)

∑

j,λj∈I

|〈f∗
j , K̂Bfj〉|2

where N(I) = |{j, λj ∈ I}|.
Remark 6.1. Note that we might also want to extend this definition to families

of operators, λ ∈ R 7→ Kλ ∈ H≤m depending on λ in a C1 (or even C0) fashion.
The quantum variance is then defined as

V arInb(K) =
1

N(I)

∑

j,λj∈I

|〈f∗
j , K̂λj ,Bfj〉|2.

The proof below extends to this case without any additional difficulty.

Because ǫj is a C1 function of λj , we have |ǫj − ǫ0| ≤ Cδ for |λj − E0| ≤ δ.
Equation (6.6) implies

V arInb(ǭ0σK − ρKǫ0) ≤ ‖K̂B‖2ℓ2(B)−→ℓ2(B)O(δ)

≤ c(m)2‖K‖2supO(δ)
where σ, ρ are the left- and right-shifts introduced in §6.2. More generally, for any
n,

V arnb(K) = V arnb

(
1

n+ 1

n∑

k=0

ǭn−k
0 ǫk0σ

(n−k)ρkK

)
+ nc(m)2‖K‖2supO(δ).
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Let us assume that K ∈ Hm – then σ(n−k)ρkK ∈ Hm+n, and by Proposition 3
below, there is a constant C independent of n,m and of I such that

V arInb

(
1

n+ 1

n∑

k=0

ǭn−k
0 ǫk0σ

(n−k)ρkK

)
≤ C

∥∥∥∥∥
1

n+ 1

n∑

k=0

ǭn−k
0 ǫk0σ

(n−k)ρkK

∥∥∥∥∥

2

H
+ ‖K‖2sup on,m,δ(1)G−→X.

The remainder on,m,δ(1)G−→X may be expressed in terms of the number of small
loops, but we prefer to keep it in this non-explicit form.

To conclude, we need to analyse the middle term, and we note the two identi-
ties :

Lemma 6.2.

‖ǭn−k
0 ǫk0σ

(n−k)ρkK‖2H = q−n‖σ(n−k)ρkK‖2H = ‖K‖2H,
and more generally for k ≥ k′,

〈ǭn−k
0 ǫk0σ

(n−k)ρkK, ǭn−k′

0 ǫk
′

0 σ
(n−k′)ρk

′

K〉H = q2is0(k−k′)〈Sk−k′

K,K〉H.
Proof. There are obtained by direct calculation of the scalar products :

〈ǭn−k
0 ǫk0σ

(n−k)ρkK, ǭn−k′

0 ǫk
′

0 σ
(n−k′)ρk

′

K〉H = q−nq2is0(k−k′)〈σ(n−k)ρkK,σ(n−k′)ρk
′

K〉H

= q−nq2is0(k−k′) 1

|V |
∑

(x0,x1,...,xm+n)∈Bm+n

K(xn−k, xm+n−k)K(xn−k′ , xm+n−k′)

= q−(k−k′)q2is0(k−k′) 1

|V |
∑

(yk′
−k,yk′

−k+1...,y0,...,ym)∈Bm+k−k′

K(y0, ym)K(yk′−k, yk′−k+m)

= q2is0(k−k′)〈Sk−k′

K,K〉H.
�

The action of S on H1 coincides with that of q−1A♯∗ = q−1ιA♯ι, and thus
its spectrum and eigenfunctions were entirely described in §6.1. In particular the
spectrum of S on H1 is the union of a real spectrum and a spectrum contained in
the disc of radius q−1/2. The operator S is not diagonalizable in an orthonormal
basis, but there is an orthonormal basis where S is represented by triangular blocks
on the diagonal of size at most 2 , with the eigenvalues (ǫi, qǫ

−1
i ) (in addition there

is an orthonormal family of eigenvectors associated to ±1/q). The ǫi are either real,
contained in {1} ∪ [−1 + β′, 1− β′], or have modulus q1/2.

Recall also that Sm sends Hm to j1,mH1
7 and has norm 1. We have already

used this in (2.8), to see that for m > 1 and k ≥ m,

(6.7) ‖Sk‖Ho
m−→Ho

m
≤ ‖Sk‖Ho

m−→j1,m(Ho
1)
‖Sk−m‖Ho

1−→Ho
1

≤ ‖Sk−m‖Ho
1−→Ho

1
≤ ((k −m) + 1)(1− β′)k−m.

The factor (1 − β′)k−m comes from the bound on the eigenvalues of S, and the
polynomial correction (k−m)+ 1 comes from the fact that S is not diagonalizable
in an orthonormal basis, but is represented by triangular blocks of size at most 2
as described above.

7The injection jm′,m of Hm′ into Hm (m′ ≤ m) was defined in §2.1.
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Actually, the norm of Sk restricted to the spectrum in the disc of radius q−1/2

is ≤ ((k −m) + 1)q−1/2(k−m). On the other hand, on the real spectrum, the norm
of
∑

n′≤k≤n q
2is0kSk is less than supt∈{1}∪[−1+β′,1−β′] |

∑
n′≤k≤n t

kq2is0k|, for any

n′ ≤ n.
If q2is0 6= ±1, this can be bounded above by C

|ℑmq2is0 | ≤ C
| sin(2s0 ln q)| for any

n′ ≤ n. We see that for all K ∈ Hm,

∥∥∥∥∥
1

n+ 1

n∑

k=0

ǭn−k
0 ǫk0σ

(n−k)ρkK

∥∥∥∥∥

2

H

≤ 2

(n+ 1)2

∑

k′≤k<k′+m

q2is0(k−k′)〈Sk−k′

K,K〉H+
2

(n+ 1)2

∑

0≤k′+m≤k≤n

q2is0(k−k′)〈Sk−k′

K,K〉H

≤ C

(n+ 1)2

∑

k′≤k<k′+m

‖K‖2H+
C

(n+ 1)2

∑

0≤k′+m≤k≤n

(1+(k−k′−m))q−1/2(k−k′−m)‖K‖2H

+
C

(n+ 1)| sin(2s0 ln q)|
‖K‖2H

≤ C

n+ 1

(
1 +

1

| sin(2s0 ln q)|

)
‖K‖2H.

If q2is0 = −1, we see that supt∈{1}∪[−1+β′,1−β′] |
∑

n′≤k≤n t
kq2is0k| ≤ Cβ

′−1 for

any n′ ≤ n. We now find
∥∥∥∥∥

1

n+ 1

n∑

k=0

ǭn−k
0 ǫk0σ

(n−k)ρkK

∥∥∥∥∥

2

H

≤ C

n+ 1

(
1 +

1

β′

)
‖K‖2H.

Note that the case q2is0 = 1 is of no interest to us, because it would correspond
to E0 = ±2

√
q, at the edge of the spectrum.

Finally, we obtain, for all K ∈ Hm, and q2is0 away from 1, an estimate of the
form

(6.8) V arInb(K) ≤ C̃(m, s0, β)

(n+ 1)
‖K‖2H + ‖K‖2sup (on,m,δ(1)G−→X + nc(m)2δ)

Before proving the technical Proposition 3, let us clarify what (6.8) implies for
the full variance V arnb(K). For ε > 0 let Jε = (−2

√
q + ε, 2

√
q − ε). We have

|V arnb(K)− V arJε

nb(K)| ≤ 2‖K̂B‖2ℓ2(V )−→ℓ2(V )

|{j, λj 6∈ Jε}|
|V |

≤ 2‖K̂B‖2ℓ2(V )−→ℓ2(V )

(∫

Jc
ε

m(λ)dλ + oε(1)G−→X

)

= 2‖K̂B‖2ℓ2(V )−→ℓ2(V )(O(ε) + oε(1)G−→X).

Then, we subdivide Jε into ⌊δ−1⌋ disjoint intervals of size |Jε|/⌊δ−1⌋ ≃ Cδ : Jε =

⊔⌊δ−1⌋
l=1 Il. We see that V arJε

nb(K) is a convex combination of all the V arIlnb(K), for
which the estimate (6.8) holds. We get the final estimate for V arnb(K),
(6.9)

V arnb(K) ≤ C̃(m,Jε, β)

(n+ 1)
‖K‖2H+‖K‖2sup (on,m,δ,ε(1)G−→X+nc(m)2O(δ)+c(m)2O(ε)).
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where C̃(m,Jε, β) = sup2√q cos(s0 ln q)∈Jε
C̃(m, s0, β).

There remains to prove the domination of the quantum variance by the Hilbert-
Schmidt norm, which is easy for V arnb(K) but much less obvious for the local
version V arInb(K).

Proposition 3. Assume that K ∈ Hm. Then

(6.10) V arInb(K) ≤ C‖K‖2H + om,I(1)G−→X‖K‖2sup

where C is some universal constant.

It will be important for us in the sequel that C does not depend on m nor
I; whereas the term o(1) is allowed to depend on both. Remember, om,I(1)G−→X

means a quantity that goes to 0 when G converges to X (in the sense of Benjamini-
Schramm), m and I being fixed.

Proof. Introduce a continuous function χ such that χ ≡ 1 on I, χ ≡ 0 outside

Iδ
def
= I + [−δ, δ] and |χ| ≤ 1. Then

V arInb(K) ≤ 1

N(I)

|V |∑

j=1

χ(λj)
2|〈f∗

j , K̂Bfj〉|2.

(a) We will need the Kesten-McKay law, saying that

N(I) ∼ |V |
∫

I

m(λ)dλ

when G approaches the infinite (q + 1)-regular tree in the Benjamini-Schramm
topology. More generally, for any polynomial Q of degree d, and K ∈ Hm, the
statement is that

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑

j

〈ψj , Q(A)K̂Gψj〉ℓ2(V ) −
∫
〈Pλ,ω, 1lDQ(A)K̂Pλ,ω〉ℓ2(X)dν(ω)m(λ)dλ

∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤ sup

x,y
|Q(A)K(x, y)|τ̃ (d+m)♯{x, ρ(x) ≤ d+m}.

This is obtained by writing

∑

j

〈ψj , Q(A)KGψj〉 = Trℓ2(V )Q(A)K̂G

=
∑

x∈V

[Q(A)K]G(x, x)

=
∑

x̃∈D,ρ(x)>d+m

[Q(A)K](x̃, x̃) +O(sup
x

|[Q(A)K]G(x, x)|)♯{x, ρ(x) ≤ d+m})

= Trℓ2(X)1lDQ(A)K̂ +O(sup
x,y

|[Q(A)K](x, y)|τ̃ (d+m)♯{x, ρ(x) ≤ d+m}),

and using (2.14).
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Now, for any continuous function χ, for any polynomial Q of degree d, and
K ∈ Hm, we have

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑

j

〈ψj , χ(A)K̂Gψj〉ℓ2(V ) −
∫
〈Pλ,ω , 1lDχ(A)K̂Pλ,ω〉ℓ2(X)dν(ω)m(λ)dλ

∣∣∣∣∣∣

≤ ‖Q−χ‖L∞(−(q+1),q+1))

(
|V |‖K̂G‖ℓ2(V )−→ℓ2(V ) +

∫
|〈Pλ,ω , 1lDK̂Pλ,ω〉|dν(ω)m(λ)dλ

)

+ sup
x,y

|[Q(A)K](x, y)|τ̃ (d+m)♯{x, ρ(x) ≤ d+m}.

This is obtained from the previous case by approximating χ(A) by Q(A).
By similar arguments, if we have two elements K1 ∈ Hm1 and K2 ∈ Hm2 ,

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑

j

〈ψj , χ(A)K̂∗
1GK̂2Gψj〉ℓ2(V ) −

∫
〈Pλ,ω, χ(A)K̂1

∗
1lDK̂2Pλ,ω〉dν(ω)m(λ)dλ

∣∣∣∣∣∣

≤ ‖Q− χ‖L∞(−(q+1),q+1))

(
|V |‖K̂1G‖ℓ2(V )−→ℓ2(V )‖K̂2G‖ℓ2(V )−→ℓ2(V )

+

∫
‖1lDK̂1Pλ,ω‖ℓ2(X)‖1lDK̂2Pλ,ω‖ℓ2(X)dν(ω)m(λ)dλ

)

+ sup |(Q(A)K∗
1K2)(x, y)|τ̃ (d+m1 +m2)♯{x, ρ(x) ≤ d+m1 +m2}

Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and (2.15), this is

≤ ‖Q− χ‖L∞(−(q+1),q+1))

(
|V |‖K̂1G‖ℓ2(V )−→ℓ2(V )‖K̂2G‖ℓ2(V )−→ℓ2(V )

+ ‖1lDK̂1‖HS(ℓ2(X))‖1lDK̂2‖HS(ℓ2(X))

)

+ sup |(Q(A)K∗
1K2)(x, y)|τ̃ (d+m1 +m2)♯{x, ρ(x) ≤ d+m1 +m2}

≤ ‖Q− χ‖L∞(−(q+1),q+1))

(
|V |‖K̂1G‖ℓ2(V )−→ℓ2(V )‖K̂2G‖ℓ2(V )−→ℓ2(V )

+ (
∑

x∈D,y∈X

|K1(x, y)|2)1/2(
∑

x∈D,y∈X

|K2(x, y)|2)1/2
)

+ sup |(Q(A)K∗
1K2)(x, y)|τ̃ (d+m1 +m2)♯{x, ρ(x) ≤ d+m1 +m2}

≤ c(m1)c(m2)‖Q− χ‖L∞(−(q+1),q+1))|V |‖K1‖sup‖K2‖sup
+ sup |(Q(A)K∗

1K2)(x, y)|τ̃ (d+m1 +m2)♯{x, ρ(x) ≤ d+m1 +m2}.

Choosing a sequence of polynomial (Qn) (of degree dn) that approximates χ in
L∞(−(q + 1), q + 1)), and noting that for any given Qn we have

sup |Qn(A)K∗
1K2(x, y)|τ̃ (dn+m1+m2)♯{x, ρ(x) ≤ dn+m1+m2} = oQn,K1,K2(|V |)G−→X,
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we see that

(6.11)∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑

j

〈ψj , χ(A)K̂∗
1GK̂2Gψj〉ℓ2(V ) −

∫
〈Pλ,ω, χ(A)K̂1

∗
1lDK̂2Pλ,ω〉dν(ω)m(λ)dλ

∣∣∣∣∣∣
= oχ,m1,m2(|V |)G−→X‖K1‖sup‖K2‖sup.

The precise rate o(|V |) depends both on how fast χ can be approximated by poly-
nomials (the regularity of χ) and on the number of small loops, so we don’t try to
make this more explicit.

(b) Choose a continuous branch for the map

Θ : λ =
√
q(qis + q−is) 7→ ǫ = q−1/2−is

(this map is actually analytic for λ 6= ±2
√
q). To fix ideas, let us say that ℑmΘ ≤ 0.

We introduce the operator Ũ : ℓ2(V (X)) −→ ℓ2(B(X)) defined by

Ũψ(e) = ψ(t(e))− (Θ(A)ψ)(o(e)).

We can define similarly U : ℓ2(V ) −→ ℓ2(B); note that U is built so that fj = Uψj.
Obviously, U is bounded independently of the graph G (in fact, we will only use
the fact that ‖Uψj‖ℓ2(V ) is bounded).

V arInb(K) ≤ 1

N(I)

|V |∑

j=1

|〈f∗
j , K̂BUχ(A)ψj〉|2

≤ C
1

N(I)

|V |∑

j=1

‖K̂BUχ(A)ψj‖2ℓ2(B)

=
C

N(I)

|V |∑

j=1

〈χ(A)ψj , UK̂
∗
BK̂BUχ(A)ψj〉ℓ2(V ) =

C

N(I)

|V |∑

j=1

〈χ2(A)ψj , UK̂
∗
BK̂BUψj〉ℓ2(V )

From the explicit expression of U , we see that 〈χ2(A)ψj , UK̂
∗
BK̂BUψj〉ℓ2(V ) can be

written as a linear combination of four terms of the form 〈ψj , χ
′(A)K̂∗

1GK̂2Gψj〉ℓ2(V ),

for some explicit functions χ′ ∈ {χ2, χ2Θ, χ2Θ2} and K1,K2 ∈ H≤2m if K ∈ Hm.
Applying (6.11) to each of these terms, we obtain

(6.12)

V arInb(K) ≤ C

N(I)

∫
〈χ(A)Pλ,ω , Ũ

∗K̂∗
B(X)1lDK̂B(X)Ũχ(A)Pλ,ω〉dν(ω)m(λ)dλ

+ ‖K‖2sup oI,χ,m(1)G−→X

=
C

N(I)

∫
χ2(λ)‖1lDK̂B(X)ŨPλ,ω‖2ℓ2(B(X))dν(ω)m(λ)dλ+‖K‖2sup oI,χ,m(1)G−→X

It turns out that the calculation of ŨPλ,ω is particularly simple. For e ∈ B(X),
we have hω(o(e)) = hω(t(e))±1. Say that e goes towards ω if hω(o(e)) = hω(t(e))+

1, and that e goes away from ω if hω(o(e)) = hω(t(e))−1. We see that ŨPλ,ω(e) = 0
if e goes away from ω, and that

ŨPλ,ω(e) = q−(1/2+is)hω(t(e))(1− q−1−2is)
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if e goes towards ω. When we calculate

K̂B(X)(ŨPλ,ω)(e) =
∑

e′∈B(X),A♯(m−1)(e,e′) 6=0

K(o(e), t(e′))ŨPλ,ω(e
′)

we see this gives 0 if e goes away from ω. If e goes towards ω, only one term
in the sum can be non-zero, namely the only e′ going towards ω and such that
A♯(m−1)(e, e′) 6= 0. We denote this e′ by e′e,ω. In this case

|K̂B(X)(ŨPλ,ω)(e)|2 = |K(o(e), t(e′e,ω))|2q−hω(t(e′e,ω))|1− q−1−2is|2.

Of course |1− q−1−2is|2 ≤ 4. To estimate
∫
|K̂B(X)(ŨPλ,ω)(e)|2dν(ω) we first note

that this expression is independent of the choice of the origin o used in the definition
of ν and Pλ,ω (see (2.16)); so that it is enough to treat the case where o(e) = o,
where the calculations will be slightly simpler. For any real λ and any edge e,
∫

|K̂B(X)(ŨPλ,ω)(e)|2dν(ω)

≤ 4
∑

e′,A♯(m−1)(e,e′) 6=0

|K(o(e), t(e′))|2
∫

{ω s.t. e′e,ω=e′}
q−hω(t(e′))dν(ω).

In the case o(e) = o, the calculation is simple, it suffices to note that ν{ω s.t. e′e,ω =

e′} = q−(m−1)

q+1 , and that hω(t(e
′)) = −m if e′e,ω = e′. Thus

∫
|K̂B(X)(ŨPλ,ω)(e)|2dν(ω) ≤ 4

∑

e′

|K(o(e), t(e′))|2

and summing over e,
∫
‖1lDK̂B(X)(ŨPλ,ω‖2ℓ2(B(X))dν(ω) ≤ C|V |‖K‖2H

for all λ. Going back to (6.12), integrating over λ, and using the fact that N(I) ∼
|V |
∫
I
m(λ)dλ, we obtain

V arInb(K) ≤ C

∫
χ2(λ)m(λ)dλ∫

I m(λ)dλ
‖K‖2H + ‖K‖2supoI,χ,m(1)G−→X.

Note that
∫
χ2(λ)m(λ)dλ∫

I
m(λ)dλ

is bounded independently of I and χ.

�

6.4. Back to the original quantum variance . There remains to establish
the link with our original eigenfunctions, those of A.

Lemma 6.3. (i) Let a ∈ ℓ2(V ) = H0. If K ′ ∈ H1 is defined by K ′(x, y) = a(x)
for y ∼ x, then

〈f∗
j , K̂

′
Bfj〉ℓ2(B) = ǫj〈ψj , ̂(((q + 1)−A)a)ψj〉ℓ2(X)

where ̂((q + 1)−A)a is the operator of multiplication by ((q + 1)−A)a.
(ii) Let K ∈ Hm (m ≥ 1). We have the formula

〈f∗
j , K̂Bfj〉ℓ2(B) = 〈ψj , ̂((1− S)K)Gψj〉ℓ2(V ) + ǫj〈ψj , ∇̂∗KGψj〉ℓ2(X).

The notation ̂((1 − S)K)G is the one explained in §6.2.
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The proof is just a calculation.
Lemma 6.3 (i) implies that

V ar(((q + 1)−A)a) = qV arnb(K
′)

and thus (6.8) implies that

V ar((I − (q + 1)−1A)a)

≤ q

(q + 1)

C̃(1, Jε, β)

(n+ 1)
‖a‖2H + ‖a‖2sup

(
on,δ,ε(1)G−→X + nc(1)2O(δ) + c(1)2O(ε)

)
.

for δ, ε > 0 arbitrary.
By Lemma 3.1, for all a ∈ H0

0, for any n and T ,

V ar(a) ≤ C(0, β)2C̃(1, Jε, β)

n
‖a‖2H0

0
+ 2

C(1, β)2

T 2
‖a‖2H0

0

+ 2T 2‖a‖2sup
(
on,δ,ε(1)G−→X + nc(1)2O(δ) + c(1)2O(ε)

)
.

We can take ε = δ = n−1T−2−k (k arbitrary), and n = n(T ) large enough so that
C(0,β)2C̃(1,Jε,β)

n ‖a‖2H0
0
≤ 2C(1,β)2

T 2 ‖a‖2H0
0
, we obtain

V ar(a) ≤ 4
C(1, β)2

T 2
‖a‖2H0

0
+ 2‖a‖2sup

(
oT (1)G−→X + c(1)2O(T−k))

)
.

We can now proceed by induction on m : suppose we have proved, for all
K ∈ H0

m−1, an estimate of the form
(6.13)

V ar(K) ≤ C̃(m− 1, β)

n
‖K‖2H + ‖K‖2sup

(
on,m−1(1)G−→X + C̃(m− 1)O(n−k)

)

valid for all k.
Let now K ∈ Hm. Using Lemma 6.3 (ii), we have (by the induction hypothesis

and by (6.9),

V ar((1 − S)K) ≤ 2V ar(∇∗K) + 2V arnb(K)

≤ 8(q + 1)C̃(m− 1, β)

n
‖K‖2H + 8q2‖K‖2sup

(
on,m−1(1)G−→X + C̃(m− 1)O(n−k))

)

+2
C̃(m,Jε, β)

(n+ 1)
‖K‖2H + 2‖K‖2sup (on,m,δ,ε(1)G−→X + nc(m)2O(δ) + c(m)2O(ε)).

By Lemma 3.1, we have for all K ∈ H0
m, for all n and T ,

V ar(K) ≤ 2C(m,β)2(8(q + 1)C̃(m− 1, β) + 2qC̃(m,Jε, β))

n
‖K‖2H0

m
+2

C(m,β)2

T 2
‖K‖2H0

m

+4T 2‖K‖2sup
(
on,m,δ,ε(1)G−→X + nc(m)2O(δ) + c(m)2O(ε) + on,m−1(1)G−→X + 8q2C̃(m− 1)O(n−k)

)

+ 2‖K‖2supτ̃ (m)2
1

|V | ♯{x ∈ V, ρ(x) ≤ m}
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We can again take ε = δ = n−1T−2−k (k arbitrary), and n = n(T ) ≥ T large
enough so that the first term is smaller than the second one. This gives

V ar(K) ≤ 4
C(m,β)2

T 2
‖K‖2H0

m

+ 4‖K‖2sup
(
oT,m(1)G−→X + c(m)2O(T−k) + 8q2‖K‖2sup C̃(m− 1)O(T−k+2)

)
.

We see that an estimate of the form (6.13) will hold for all K ∈ H0
m. This

completes the induction and proves Theorem 2 in its form (1.9).

7. Anisotropic random walks on regular graphs

Ideally, we would like to be able to deal with disordered systems, such as regular
graphs with random weights on the edges or random potentials (Anderson model),
or with certain non-regular graphs. Here we show that Proof 4 is adaptable to other
models, by treating a model that is still simple and without disorder (because it
is homogeneous), but where the general ideas start to emerge : the anisotropic
random walks on regular graphs.

7.1. The set-up. Let G = (V,E) be a (q + 1)-regular graph. We keep the
notation introduced in §2 and §6 – in particular, B is the set of directed edges –
and in addition we assume that there is a labelling of the edges

c : B −→ {1, . . . , q + 1}
such that c(e) = c(ê) for all e, and such that for every x ∈ V , for every j ∈
{1, · · · , q + 1},

♯{e ∈ B, x = o(e), c(e) = j} = 1.

In other words, among the q+1 edges containing any given vertex, exactly one has
each label.

Example 7.1. Let g be a group acting on a set V . If S is a symmetric subset
of g which acts freely on V , the associated Schreier graph G is obtained by drawing
an edge between x ∈ V and y ∈ V iff y = xs for some s ∈ S (in this example,
q+1 = |S ∪S−1|). Now every map c : S −→ {1, . . . , q+1} such that c(s) = c(s−1)
gives rise to a labelling of the edges of G. It turns out that every regular graph of
even degree can be realized as a Schreier graph [16].

Now assume we are given p1, . . . , pq+1 > 0 such that
∑q+1

j=1 pj = 1. We consider
the random walk on V defined by saying that the probability of jumping from x to
y is pj if x and y are joined by an edge labelled j.

We will be interested in the eigenfunctions of the stochastic symmetric operator

Apf(x) =
∑

y∼x

pc(x,y)f(y),

where c(x, y) is the label of the edge (x, y). This operator is self-adjoint on ℓ2(V ),
V being endowed with the uniform measure.

In the case when G is the infinite (q + 1)-regular tree, the spectral analysis
of the operator Ap has been fully described by Aomoto [3] and Figà-Talamanca–
Steger [13]. In §7.3 and 7.4 we will recall some of their results concerning the Green
function and the spectral density.
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7.2. Non-backtracking operator. The discussion of this section holds for
any regular graph, labelled as in §7.1. Later on, when we prove Quantum Ergodicity,
we will restrict our attention to large finite graphs.

Let ψ : V −→ C be an eigenfunction of Ap,

Apψ = λψ.

Inspired by §6, we want to find a method to transform the eigenfunction ψ into a
function f : B −→ C of the form

(7.1) f(e) = ψ(t(e)) − ζ(c(e))ψ(o(e))

and which is an eigenfunction for some non-backtracking operator (a variant of the
operator B used in §6). Here ζ is a function from {1, . . . , q + 1} to C, but we will
also see it as a function from B to C, depending only on the labeling, by writing
ζ(e) instead of ζ(c(e)), for e ∈ B. Similarly, we will write p(e) instead of pc(e)
(the probability assigned to the edge e). If our graph looks locally like a tree, the
non-backtracking trajectories are much simpler to study than the trajectories of
the simple random walk; this idea was already used in §6 and is a motivation for
what follows.

Denote by Bp the non-backtracking operator acting on ℓ2(B), defined by

Bpf(e) =
∑

e′,o(e′)=t(e),e′ 6=ê

p(e′)f(e′)

for f a function on B.
If f is related to an eigenfunction ψ by formula (7.1), we see that

Bpf(e) = −p(e)ψ(o(e)) + λψ(t(e)) − Bpζ(e) ψ(t(e)).

A sufficient condition for f to be solution of an equation of the form Bpf = βf ,
with β a function on B, is that the function ζ satisfy

Bpζ(e) = λ− p(e)

ζ(e)
.

In that case, and if ζ does not vanish, we can take

β(e) =
p(e)

ζ(e)

Thus we should look for ζ : {1, . . . , q + 1} −→ C satisfying :

λ− pj
ζ(j)

=
∑

k 6=j

pkζ(k).

Equivalently

(7.2) λ− pj
ζ(j)

+ pjζ(j) =

q+1∑

k=1

pkζ(k).

Although this is not visible in our notation, we actually impose that ζ(k) must be
a function of pk (that is, ζ(k) = ζ(j) whenever pk = pj).
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7.3. Green functions on the weighted tree. It turns out that the system
of equations (7.2) is the same that appears in the calculation of the Green function
(γ − Ap)

−1 when G = X, the (q + 1)-regular tree. These calculations were first
done in [3], but we use the notation of [13]. There, the (q + 1)-regular tree X is
seen as the Cayley graph of the free product G = Z/2Z ⋆ Z/2Z ⋆ . . . ⋆ Z/2Z (q + 1
times) with its canonical system of generators a1 = a−1

1 ,..., aq+1 = a−1
q+1. We will

denote by o the identity element of G, and it will serve as an origin on the Cayley
tree X. On X, Ap is the generator of a G-invariant random walk with probability
transitions Ap(x, xaj) = pj .

For γ 6∈ R, the operator γ−Ap is invertible in ℓ2(X). Let us recall the formulas
found in [13, 3] (analogous formulas also appear in other contexts, under the name
“resolvent identity” or “Schur complement formula”). In the special case p1 =
. . . = pq+1, note that we are back to the Fourier analysis of §2.2.

Proposition 7.1. There are complex numbers w, ζ(1), . . . , ζ(q+1) (which are
algebraic functions of γ ∈ C \ R and of the pjs) such that

(γ −Ap)
−1(y, y) =

1

2w

(γ −Ap)
−1(y, yg) =

ζ(i1) . . . ζ(iM )

2w

if g = ai1 . . . aiM is the reduced words expression for g.
In addition, the interpretation of ζ(j) is that

ζ(j) = pj(γ −Aj)
−1(o, o)

where Aj(x, y) = Ap(x, y) except for x = o, y = aj, for which Aj(o, aj) = 0 (i.e.
we cut the edge between o and aj).

In addition, w and the ζ(j)s satisfy the equations

(a) γ =
∑q+1

j=1 pjζ(j) + 2w

(b) pj(ζ(j)
−1 − ζ(j)) = 2w

(c) among all the solutions of the previous system of polynomial equations, w
and ζ(j) are characterized by the fact that ℑmζ(j) < 0 if ℑmγ > 0 (and
ℑmζ(j) > 0 if ℑmγ < 0).

We kept the notation of [13] – which somehow hide the fact that ζ(k) = ζ(j)
whenever pk = pj.

The last item is not proven in [13, 3] but is a consequence of the results in
[14]. The probability pj will be fixed throughout the paper, however γ will vary,
so we will denote ζγ(j) when we want to emphasize the dependence of ζ on γ. As
above, ζγ : {1, . . . , q + 1} −→ C will also be seen as a function on B, by allowing
the abuse of notation ζγ(e) = ζγ(c(e)) for e ∈ B.

7.4. The spectral density and the spectral theorem for Ap on X. The
results of this section are borrowed from [13, 3] and generalize the Fourier analysis
of §2.2.

For x ∈ X (seen as the Cayley graph of G = Z/2Z ⋆ Z/2Z ⋆ . . . ⋆ Z/2Z), o the
identity element of G and γ 6∈ R, define

gγ(x) = (γ −Ap)
−1(x, o).
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Lemma (3.1) in Chapter 2 of [13] tells us that for every x ∈ X, for every λ ∈ R,
gγ(x) has a limit when γ = λ+ iǫ and ǫ > 0 tends to 0; similarly when γ = λ − iǫ
and ǫ > 0 tends to 0. These limits will be denoted by gλ±i0(x).

The spectral measure for the operator Ap on ℓ2(X) and the state δo (Dirac
mass at the identity of G) is absolutely continuous, the density being given by

m(λ) = − 1

π
ℑmgλ+i0(o) = − 1

2iπ
(gλ+i0(o)− gλ−i0(o)).

Moreover, one can introduce the “Poisson kernel” : for x ∈ X and ω ∈ ∂X and
γ 6∈ R,

Pγ(x, ω) = lim
y∈X,y−→ω

gγ(y
−1x)

gγ(y−1)
.

The existence of the limit is trivial because of Proposition 7.1. Actually, this is also
well defined for γ = λ+ i0 as soon as the spectral density at λ, gλ+i0(o)− gλ−i0(o)
does not vanish (in this case, wλ+i0 6= ∞ and from the algebraic relations given in
Proposition 7.1 we see that the function gλ+i0 does not vanish). For λ ∈ R and
ω ∈ ∂X we let Pλ,ω be the function x 7→ Pλ+i0(x, ω) defined on X.

For λ in the ℓ2-spectrum of Ap and such that the spectral density gλ+i0(o) −
gλ−i0(o) is non-zero, there exists a unique probability measure νλ on ∂X satisfying
the quasi-invariance property for the action of G,

dνλ(gω)

dνλ(ω)
= |Pλ(g

−1, ω)|2.

If ai1 . . . aiM is a reduced word, and if [ai1 , . . . , aiM ] ⊂ ∂X denotes the set of infinite
reduced words starting with the letters ai1 . . . aiM , we have the simple expression

νλ([ai1 , . . . , aiM ]) = |ζλ(i1)|2 . . . |ζλ(iM−1)|2
|ζλ(iM )|2

1 + |ζλ(iM )|2 .

Here ζλ(j) is the limit at γ = λ + i0 of the function ζγ(j) defined in Proposition
7.1. The fact that νλ is a well-defined probability measure, in particular that it
satisfies the Kolmogorov compatibility condition, comes from the relation

(7.3)

q+1∑

j=1

|ζλ(j)|2
1 + |ζλ(j)|2

= 1,

valid for real λ as soon as ℑm(wλ+i0) 6= 0, that is, as soon as the spectral density at
λ does not vanish (as a matter of fact, taking the imaginary part of relations (a) and

(b) in Proposition 7.1 yields the relation 0 = ℑm(wλ+i0)
(∑q+1

j=1
|ζλ(j)|2

1+|ζλ(j)|2 − 1
)
).

Note also that

(7.4) νλ([ai1 , . . . , aiM ]) = |Pλ,ω(ai1 . . . aiM )|−2 1

1 + |ζλ(iM )|2

for any ω ∈ [ai1 , . . . , aiM ], this will be useful later.
For any f ∈ ℓ2(X), the spectral decomposition of f for the operator Ap reads :

(7.5) f(x) =

∫

∂X×R

〈Pλ,ω , f〉ℓ2(X)Pλ(x, ω)dνλ(ω)m(λ)dλ

and there is a Plancherel formula,

(7.6) ‖f‖22 =
∫

∂X×R

|〈Pλ,ω , f〉|2dνλ(ω)m(λ)dλ.
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If K̂ is an operator on ℓ2(X) with a compactly supported kernel K(x, y), we
also have

(7.7) Trℓ2(X)K̂ =
∑

x∈X

K(x, x) =

∫

∂X×R

〈Pλ,ω ,KPλ,ω〉dνλ(ω)m(λ)dλ.

This implies, for any γ 6∈ R,

Trℓ2(X)K̂((γ−Ap)
−1− (γ−Ap)

−1) =

∫

∂X×R

−2iℑmγ
|γ − λ|2 〈Pλ,ω,KPλ,ω〉dνλ(ω)m(λ)dλ.

Letting γ = λ+ iǫ with ǫ > 0 and ǫ −→ 0, we obtain

(7.8)
∑

K(x, y)ℑmgλ+i0(x
−1y) = ℑmgλ+i0(o)

∫

∂X

〈Pλ,ω ,KPλ,ω〉dνλ(ω)

(this of course could also be retrieved from Proposition (2.2) in [13] Chapter 3).

7.5. Non-backtracking quantum variance, definition and estimates.
We are now ready to start with the study of quantum ergodicity. We now assume
that (G, c) is a finite regular labelled graph (belonging to a family satisfying (EXP)
and (BST)). We can write (G, c) (the labelled graph) as a quotient Γ\(X, c) of the
labelled tree (X, c) by a group of automorphisms Γ preserving the labelling.

Without knowing yet what the final result should look like, we proceed by
analogy with what was done in §6. We start by defining a “non-backtracking
quantum variance”, and use the eigenfunction property to notice (trivially) that
this quantum variance possesses a certain invariance property. From that, we hope
to show (non-trivially) that the quantum variance is small for all operators. For the
same reasons as in §6.3, we work in a small spectral interval around a value E0 where
the spectral density − 1

2iπ (gE0+i0(o)−gE0−i0(o)) is positive. Let I = (E0−δ, E0+δ),
where δ is fixed (but can be taken arbitrarily small).

We start with an orthonormal basis (ψj) of eigenfunctions of Ap, with associ-
ated eigenvalues λj . For each j we build a function fj on B thanks to formula (7.1),
taking ζ = ζλj (the value at γ = λj + i0 of the function ζ of Proposition 7.1). We

define a function gj on B by letting gj(e)
def
= p(e)

ζλj
(e)fj(e) for e ∈ B. Recall that p and

ζλj , originally defined as functions on {1, . . . , q+ 1}, may also be seen as functions

on B depending only on the labels. Recall the notation ι : ℓ2(B) −→ ℓ2(B) for the
edge-reversal involution.

We now define the non-backtracking quantum variance

V arnb(K) =
1

N

N∑

j=1

|〈ιgj , K̂Bgj〉ℓ2(B)|2,

and the local quantum variance on I by

V arInb(K) =
1

N(I)

∑

λj∈I

|〈ιgj , K̂Bgj〉ℓ2(B)|2

for K ∈ H≤m. Here N(I) = |{j, λj ∈ I}. If a sequence of labelled graphs (G, c)
satisfies (BST), we have

(7.9) N(I) ∼ |V |
∫

I

m(λ)dλ.
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Remark 7.2. Note that we may want to extend this definition to families of
operators, λ ∈ R 7→ Kλ ∈ H≤m depending on λ in a C1 (or even C0) fashion. The
quantum variance is then defined as

V arInb(K) =
1

N(I)

∑

λj∈I

|〈ιgj , K̂λj ,Bgj〉ℓ2(B)|2

The proof below extends to this case without any additional difficulty.

Let us study the invariance properties of V arInb(K), coming from the eigen-
function equation. Recall that fj has been designed to satisfy

Bpfj =
p

ζλj

fj

and so

Bp

ζλj

p
gj = gj.

Since

B∗
p = p(ιBpι)p

−1,

we also have
1

p
B∗
pζλj ιgj = ιgj

(note that ιζλj = ζλj ).
This implies that, for any given j,

〈ιgj , K̂Bgj〉ℓ2(B) =

〈
ιgj , K̂B

(
Bp

ζλj

p

)
gj

〉

ℓ2(B)

=

〈
ιgj ,

(
ζ̄λjBp

1

p

)
K̂Bgj

〉

ℓ2(B)

,

or more generally, for any integers k, l,

〈ιgj , K̂Bgj〉ℓ2(B) =

〈
ιgj ,

(
ζ̄λjBp

1

p

)k

K̂B

(
Bp

ζλj

p

)l

gj

〉

ℓ2(B)

.

Since ζλ is an analytic function of λ, we have |ζλj − ζE0 | ≤ Cδ for all λj ∈ I. It
is clear also that ‖gj‖ℓ2(B) is bounded independently of the graph, so the previous
equality implies

〈ιgj , K̂Bgj〉ℓ2(B) =

〈
ιgj ,

(
ζ̄E0Bp

1

p

)k

K̂B

(
Bp
ζE0

p

)l

gj

〉

ℓ2(B)

+(k+l)O(δ)‖K̂B‖ℓ2(B)−→ℓ2(B).

Similarly to what was done in (6.4) and (6.5), we introduce weighted left- and
right-shifts,

σE0K(x, y) = ζ̄E0(x, x
′)K(x′, y)

ρE0K(x, y) = K(x, y′)ζE0(y
′, y)

where (x; y) = (x, x′, . . . , y′, y). Note that both σE0 and ρE0 map Hk to Hk+1, and
that they commute. They are defined so that

K̂B ◦
(
Bp
ζE0

p

)
= ρ̂E0KB

and (
ζ̄E0Bp

1

p

)
◦ K̂B = σ̂E0KB.
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For any fixed integer T , we find that

V arInb(K) = V arInb
(
σT
E0
K
)
+ TO(δ) = V arInb

(
ρTE0

K
)
+ TO(δ)c(m)2‖K‖2sup

and more generally

V arInb(K) = V arInb

(
1

T

∑

k+l=T−1

σk
E0
ρlE0

K

)
+ TO(δ)c(m)2‖K‖2sup.

Let us from now on assume that K ∈ Hm (m ≥ 1). Then σk
E0
ρlE0

K is in
Hm+k+l = Hm+T−1, and we have the expression

σk
E0
ρlE0

K(x0;xm+T−1)

= ζ̄E0(x0, x1) . . . ζ̄E0(xk−1, xk)K(xk;xk+m)ζE0(xk+m, xk+m+1) . . . ζE0(xm+T−2, xm+T−1)

if (x0;xm+T−1) = (x0, x1, . . . , xm+T−1) is the non-backtracking path in the tree X

from x0 to xm+T−1. To make the calculation a little nicer, we consider

(7.10) K̃(x0, xm)
def
= ζE0(x0, x1) . . . ζE0(xm−1, xm)K(x0, xm),

so that we have

σk
E0
ρlE0

K̃(x0;xm+T−1) = ζE0(x0, x1) . . . ζE0(xm+T−2, xm+T−1)K(xk, xk+m)ū(x0, x1) . . . ū(xk−1, xk)

where u is the function of modulus one defined by

u(e) =
ζE0(e)

ζ̄E0(e)
=
ζE0(x, y)

ζ̄E0(x, y)

for every edge e = (x; y) ∈ B.

Proposition 4. Proposition 3 still holds.

Let us postpone the proof of this proposition to the end of the section, and see
what it implies. Recall that we see Hm as the set of functions on Bm, and introduce
the (stochastic) operator SE0 : Hm −→ Hm

SE0K(ω) =
∑

ω′
 ω

1 + |ζ(ω0, ω1)|2
1 + |ζ(ω′

0, ω
′
1)|2

|ζ(ω′
0, ω

′
1)|2K(ω′)

with ω = (ω0, . . . , ωm) and ω′ = (ω′
0, . . . , ω

′
m) (and of course ω′

1 = ω0). Introduce
also

Su
E0
K(ω) =

∑

ω′
 ω

1 + |ζ(ω0, ω1)|2
1 + |ζ(ω′

0, ω
′
1)|2

|ζ(ω′
0, ω

′
1)|2u(ω′

0, ω
′
1)K(ω′).

Applying Proposition 4, we obtain

(7.11) V arInb(K̃) ≤ C

∥∥∥∥∥
1

T

∑

k+l=T−1

σk
E0
ρlE0

K̃

∥∥∥∥∥

2

H

+ oT,E0,K(1)G−→X‖K‖2sup

with C independent of T , E0 and δ.

Remark 7.3. At this point, it is convenient to modify the Hilbert space struc-
ture on H. We introduce HE0 = ⊕m≥0Hm,E0 , where the decomposition is orthogo-
nal, the vector space Hm,E0 is the same as Hm, but for m ≥ 1 the norm is modified
by

‖K‖2Hm,E0
=

1

|D|
∑

x∈D,y∈X

1

1 + |ζE0(x, x
′)|2 |K(x, y)|2 1

1 + |ζE0(y
′, y)|2
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if (x; y) = (x, x′, . . . , y′, y) is the non-backtracking path between x and y. We also

introduce H̃E0 = ⊕m≥0H̃m,E0 , where the decomposition is orthogonal, the vector

space H̃m,E0 is the same as Hm, but for m ≥ 1 the norm is modified by

‖K‖2H̃m,E0

=
1

|D|
∑

x∈D,y∈X

1

1 + |ζE0(x, x
′)|2 |K̃(x, y)|2 1

1 + |ζE0(y
′, y)|2 ,

K̃ and K being related by (7.10). Obviously the norms on HE0 is equivalent to the

norm on H; however it is not equivalent to the norm on H̃E0 .

Possibly modifying the factor C, we can write

(7.12) V arInb(K̃) ≤ C

∥∥∥∥∥
1

T

∑

k+l=T−1

σk
E0
ρlE0

K̃

∥∥∥∥∥

2

HE0

+ oT,E0,K(1)G−→X‖K‖2sup.

instead of (7.11). Like in Lemma 6.2, we see by explicit development of the scalar
product that

〈σk′

E0
ρl

′

E0
K̃, σk

E0
ρlE0

K̃〉HE0
= 〈(Su

E0
)k−k′

K,K〉H̃E0

for k′ ≤ k, k+ l = k′ + l′ = T − 1. Here we start seeing the reason why introducing

the new Hilbert space H̃E0 : the property (7.3) implies that

〈SE0K, 1lm〉H̃m,E0
= 〈K, 1lm〉H̃m,E0

,

in other words the linear form on H̃m,E0

µ : K 7→ 〈K, 1lm〉H̃E0

is invariant under the action of SE0 (if 1lm is the constant function as in (2.5)).

Since SE01lm = 1lm, we also have S∗
E0

1lm = 1lm if the adjoint is taken in H̃m,E0 .
The fact that S∗

E0
is stochastic will be used in a crucial way in the proof of Lemma

7.4, which states decay of correlations for the iterates of the operator Su
E0

:

Lemma 7.4. Unless u is a constant function, for each m there exists δ > 0
such that

‖(Su
E0

)m+1‖H̃m,E0−→H̃m,E0
≤ 1− δ.

Actually δ can be probably taken independent of m, but we won’t use this fact;
on the other hand, δ does depend on the pj and on E0.

Again we postpone the proof to the end of the section to see first what the
lemma implies. We note that u being a constant is completely independent of
the graph, it depends only on the pj and on E0. If we are in the conditions of
application of Lemma 7.4, then

|〈(Su
E0

)k−k′

K,K〉H̃E0
| ≤ (1− δ)(k−k′)/(m+1)‖K‖H̃E0

.

In this case we conclude as in (6.8) that

V arInb(K̃) ≤ C(m,E0)

T + 1
‖K‖2H + ‖K‖2sup (oT,m,δ(1)G−→X + Tc(m)2δ)

for all K, and thus also, after modifying the factors C(m,E0) and c(m),

(7.13) V arInb(K) ≤ C(m,E0)

T + 1
‖K‖2H + ‖K‖2sup (oT,m,δ(1)G−→X + Tc(m)2δ).
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Suppose now that u is constant; by Lemma 7.7 we must have u = −1 and
E0 = 0 (unless we are in the isotropic case, which has already been dealt with). In
Lemma 7.6 we will use the (EXP) condition and show that there exists ρ(β,m) < 1
such that

‖Sk
E0
K‖H̃E0

≤ ρ(β,m)k‖K‖H̃E0

if K ∈ Hm is orthogonal to 1lm for the scalar product of H̃E0 . On the other hand,
if K = 1lm, we have for any t1 < t2

‖
t2∑

k=t1

(Su
E0

)kK‖ = ‖
t2∑

k=t1

(−1)kSk
E0

1lm‖ = ‖
t2∑

k=t1

(−1)k1lm‖ ≤ ‖1lm‖,

so arguing as in the proof of (6.8) we find that

V arInb(K̃) ≤ C̃(m,β)

T + 1
‖K‖2H + ‖K‖2sup (oT,m,δ(1)G−→X + Tc(m)2δ)

for all K, and thus also, after modifying the factors C̃(m,β) and c(m),

(7.14) V arInb(K) ≤ C̃(m,β)

T + 1
‖K‖2H + ‖K‖2sup (oT,m,δ(1)G−→X + Tc(m)2δ).

From this, one can argue as in (6.9) to obtain an estimate over the full quantum
variance V arnb(K) :
(7.15)

V arnb(K) ≤ C̃(m, ε, β)

(n+ 1)
‖K‖2H+‖K‖2sup (on,m,δ,ε(1)G−→X+nc(m)2O(δ)+c(m)2O(ε)).

Thus we know that the “non-backtracking” quantum variance vanishes in the limit
G −→ X. We do not know yet what it implies for the “simple” quantum variance
– actually, this has not even been defined yet. This will be the object of the next
and final section. Before that, we still have to prove Proposition 4, Lemma 7.4 and
to state and prove Lemmas 7.6 and 7.7.

Proof. (of Lemma 7.4) To simplify the notation let us consider the casem = 1.

Note that on H̃1,E0 we have

Su
E0

= SE0 ◦Mu,

where Mu is the multiplication by the function u, so

(Su
E0

)∗ =Mū ◦ S∗
E0

=Mu−1 ◦ S∗
E0
.

The adjoint is always taken in the Hilbert space H̃1,E0 . We have the explicit
expression,

S∗
E0
K(ω) =

∑

ω ω′

1 + |ζ(ω0, ω1)|2
1 + |ζ(ω′

0, ω
′
1)|2

|ζ(ω′
0, ω

′
1)|2K(ω′).

Note that

‖SE0‖H̃1,E0−→H̃1,E0
= 1

(this holds because S∗
E0

SE0 is a stochastic operator, so it has spectral radius 1; the
spectral radius coincides with the norm because the operator is symmetric). As a
consequence, we also have

‖Su
E0

‖H̃1,E0−→H̃1,E0
= 1,
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but we want to prove that ‖(Su
E0

)2‖H̃1,E0−→H̃1,E0
< 1. This is equivalent to proving

that ‖(Su,∗
E0

)2(Su
E0

)2‖H̃1,E0−→H̃1,E0
< 1, or to proving that

‖S∗
E0
Mu−1S∗

E0
SE0MuSE0‖H̃1,E0−→H̃1,E0

< 1.

Lemma 7.5. If P = (Pij), Q = (Qij) are two N × N stochastic matrices
and D = (δijDj), D

′ = (δijD
′
j) are two N × N diagonal unitary matrix, let

R = PDPQD′Q. Then we have, for all i,
∑

m

|Rim| ≤ 1,

with equality only if, for all m, there exists a c such that DjD
′
l = c for all j, l such

that Qlm 6= 0, Pij 6= 0 and (PQ)jl 6= 0.

To check this simple lemma, write

Rim =
∑

j,l

PijDj(PQ)jlD
′
lQlm.

By the triangle inequality we have |Rim| ≤ (P 2Q2)im, and P 2Q2 is a stochastic
matrix. For

∑
m |Rim| to equal 1 we should have equality in the triangle inequality,

for all m. The case of equality happens if and only if there exists a c such that
DjD

′
l = c for all j, l such that Qlm 6= 0, Pij 6= 0 and (PQ)jl 6= 0.
Now having

∑
m |Rim| ≤ 1 − δ for all i implies that

∑
m |Rk

im| ≤ (1 − δ)k for
all k and all i, and thus the spectral radius of R is ≤ 1− δ.

To end the proof of Lemma 7.4, we apply this considerations to the B × B
matrices P = S∗

E0
, Q = SE0 , D = Mu−1 and D′ = Mu. For

∑
e′∈B |Re,e′ | to equal

1 for some e ∈ B, we must have that, for all e1  e and for all e2 with the same
origin as e1, u(e1)/u(e2) is a constant, i.e. does not depend on e1 and e2. But
clearly this implies that u is a constant.

All this discussion is of course independent of the global shape of the graph (it
involves only paths of length 2 in the tree X), so we see that if u is not constant, there
exists δ independent of G such that the spectral radius of S∗

E0
Mu−1S∗

E0
SE0MuSE0

is less than 1− δ. Since this operator is symmetric, this is also its norm.
�

Proof. (of Proposition 4) (Quite miraculously) the proof is almost identical
to that of Proposition 3. We start again at step (b), and introduce the operator

Ũ : ℓ2(V (X)) −→ ℓ2(B(X)) defined by

Ũψ(e) = p(e)ζAp+i0(e)
−1ψ(t(e)) − p(e)ψ(o(e)).

The meaning of this expression is the following : for frozen e, consider the function
ζAp+i0(e)

−1ψ, defined by continuous functional calculus (the map λ 7→ ζλ+i0(e)
−1

is continuous). Then consider the map e 7→
(
ζAp+i0(e)

−1ψ
)
(t(e)).

We can already remark that ŨPλ,ω(e) = 0 if e goes away from ω, and that

ŨPλ,ω(e) = p(e)ζλ(e)
−1Pλ,ω(t(e)) − p(e)Pλ,ω(o(e))(7.16)

= 2wλPλ,ω(t(e))(7.17)

if e goes towards ω. This comes from the fact that ζλ(e)
−1Pλ,ω(t(e)) = Pλ,ω(o(e))

if e goes away from ω, and ζλ(e)Pλ,ω(t(e)) = Pλ,ω(o(e)) otherwise; together with
item (b) in Proposition 7.1.
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We can define similarly U : ℓ2(V ) −→ ℓ2(B), built so that gj = Uψj . Adapting
(6.12) to the anisotropic case, we obtain

(7.18) V arInb(K) ≤ 1

N(I)

|V |∑

j=1

|〈ιgj , K̂BUχ(Ap)ψj〉|2

≤ C

N(I)

∫
χ2(λ)‖1lDK̂B(X)ŨPλ,ω‖2ℓ2(B(X))dνλ(ω)m(λ)dλ+‖K‖2sup oI,χ,m(1)G−→X.

When we calculate

K̂B(X)(ŨPλ,ω)(e) =
∑

e′,A♯(m−1)(e,e′) 6=0

K(o(e), t(e′))ŨPλ,ω(e
′)

we see that only one term in the sum can be non-zero, namely the only e′ going
towards ω and such that A♯(m−1)(e, e′) 6= 0. We denote this edge e′ by e′e,ω. Using
(7.16) we find

|K̂B(X)(ŨPλ,ω)(e)|2 = |K(o(e), t(e′e,ω))|2|2wλ|2|Pλ,ω(t(e))|2.

Of course |2wλ|2 stays bounded when λ is in I, with a bound that does not depend

on the graph. To estimate
∫
|K̂B(X)(ŨPλ,ω)(e)|2dνλ(ω) we first note as above that

it is enough to treat the case where o(e) = o, where the calculations will be simpler.
For any given λ and e,

∫
|K̂B(X)(ŨPλ,ω)(e)|2dνλ(ω)

≤ |2wλ|2
∑

e′,A♯(m−1)(e,e′) 6=0

|K(o(e), t(e′))|2|Pλ,ω(t(e))|2νλ
(
{ω s.t. e′e,ω = e′}

)
.

In the case o(e) = o, the calculation is simpler, since in this case we can use (7.4)
to write that |Pλ,ω(t(e))|2νλ

(
{ω s.t. e′e,ω = e′}

)
= 1

1+|ζλ(e′)|2 ≤ 1. Thus

∫
|K̂B(X)(ŨPλ,ω)(e)|2dνλ(ω) ≤ |2wλ|2

∑

e′

|K(o(e), t(e′))|2

and we conclude as in the proof of Proposition 3 . �

The following lemma is based on the results of Section 6.1 and extends them.
If a regular graph has a spectral gap, we saw in §6.1 that the non-backtracking
random walk (and more generally for any given m ≥ 1 the transfer operator S :
ℓ2(Bm) −→ ℓ2(Bm)) have a spectral gap as well; the following lemma extends this
to weighted non-backtracking random walks.

Lemma 7.6. Let G be a (q+1)-regular graph such that the adjacency matrix A
has spectral gap β. Let µ be a probability measure on Bm and let SP : ℓ2(Bm, µ) −→
ℓ2(Bm, µ) be a stochastic operator of the form

SPK(ω) =
∑

ω′
 ω

P (ω, ω′)K(ω′).

Assume also that S∗
P is stochastic (when the adjoint is taken in ℓ2(Bm, µ)).
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Then for all k0
(
1− 4c

(
1− (1 − β′)2(k0−m+1)

)1/2)1/2

≤ ‖Sk0

P ‖ℓ20(Bm,µ)−→ℓ20(Bm,µ)

≤
(
1− c−2

2

(
1− (k0 −m+ 1)2(1− β′)2(k0−m+1)

)2)1/2

where ℓ20(Bm, µ) is the subspace of functions orthogonal to the constants. The factor
c is an explicit function of q−2k0 , maxω′

 ω P (ω, ω
′)−1, maxω µ(ω)

−1; and β′ is
related to β by (6.1).

In particular, there exists k0 depending only on β, and ρ < 1 an explicit function
of β′, maxω′

 ω P (ω, ω
′)−1, maxω µ(ω)

−1, such that

‖Sk0

P ‖ℓ20(Bm,µ)−→ℓ20(Bm,µ) ≤ ρ.

Proof. (of Lemma 7.6).

Note that ‖Sk0

P ‖ℓ20(Bm,µ)−→ℓ20(Bm,µ) = ‖Sk0∗
P Sk0

P ‖1/2
ℓ20(Bm,µ)−→ℓ20(Bm,µ)

, so that we

can decide to work with the stochastic symmetric operator Q = Sk0∗
P Sk0

P .
For a symmetric operator, recall the link between the spectral gap and the

isoperimetric constant. Let

λ = max
v∈ℓ20(Bm,µ)

〈v,Qv〉ℓ20(Bm,µ)

‖v‖2
ℓ20(Bm,µ)

be the second eigenvalue of Q. Let

hQ = inf
A⊂Bm

∑
ω∈A,ω′ 6∈A Q(ω, ω′)µ(ω)

min(µ(A), µ(Ac))

be the “Cheeger constant” (isoperimetric constant). Note that Q being sym-
metric as an operator on ℓ2(Bm, µ) is equivalent to the reversibility condition :
Q(ω, ω′)µ(ω) = Q(ω′, ω)µ(ω′).

It is not very difficult to prove that

1− λ ≤ 2hQ

and the Cheeger inequality for graphs says that

1− λ ≥ h2Q
2
,

see for instance [11]. Thus ‖Q‖ℓ20(Bm,µ)−→ℓ20(Bm,µ) ≤ 1− h2Q/2.
Now, we compare with what we already know in the “isotropic” case, i.e. when

the probability transitions are uniform : Piso(ω, ω
′) = 1/q. In this case, µ is the

uniform measure, and Qiso(ω, ω
′) takes only the two values 0 or q−2k0 . In addition

Qiso(ω, ω
′) 6= 0 iff Q(ω, ω′) 6= 0. Based on that, it is not difficult to see that there

exists c > 1 such that the two corresponding Cheeger constants are related by

c−1hiso ≤ hQ ≤ chiso.

The factor c has an explicit expression as a function of q−2k0 , maxω′
 ω P (ω, ω

′)−1,
maxω µ(ω)

−1.
On the other hand, we have already seen, when we calculated explicitly the

spectrum on the non-backtracking random walk in §6, that
(1− β′)2(k0−m+1) ≤ ‖Qiso‖ℓ20(Bm)−→ℓ20(Bm) ≤ (k0 −m+ 1)2(1− β′)2(k0−m+1)
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where β′ is related to the spectral gap by (6.1).
Thus

‖Q‖ℓ20(Bm,µ)−→ℓ20(Bm,µ) ≤ 1−c−2h2iso/2 ≤ 1−c
−2

2

(
1− (k0 −m+ 1)2(1 − β′)2(k0−m+1)

)2
.

In the other direction (less interesting to us)

‖Q‖ℓ20(Bm,µ)−→ℓ20(Bm,µ) ≥ 1− 2chiso ≥ 1− 4c
(
1− (1− β′)2(k0−m+1)

)1/2
.

�

Lemma 7.7. The function u =
ζE0

ζ̄E0

: {1, . . . , q + 1} −→ S1 is constant only if

the pj are all equal, or E0 = 0. If E0 = 0 and u is constant, we must have u = −1.

Proof. If u is constant, then there exists r : {1, . . . , q + 1} −→ R, and θ such
that

ζE0(j) = r(j)eiθ .

Remember from Proposition 7.1 that pj(ζE0(j)
−1−ζE0(j)) = 2wE0 does not depend

on j. If θ 6∈ {0, π,±π
2 }, the two complex numbers eiθ and e−iθ are independent

over R so we see that this is only possible if pjζE0(j)
−1 does not depend on j and

pjζE0(j) does not depend on j. Hence pj does not depend on j
If the ζE0(j) are all real we are at a point E0 where the spectral density vanishes,

which we excluded from the start. If the ζE0(j) are purely imaginary then u = −1.
Moreover, from the relations given in Proposition 7.1 we see that E0 must be purely
imaginary, hence equal to 0. �

7.6. The original quantum variance . There remains to do as in §6.4, that
is, interprete our inequality (7.15) in terms of the original eigenfunctions of Ap, the
functions ψj . We thus define for K ∈ H≤m,

V ar(K) =
1

N

N∑

j=1

|〈ψj , K̂Gψj〉|2.

To understand the asymptotics of this quantity, it is actually enough to sum over
λj ∈ suppm. By (7.9), the other eigenvalues give a negligible contribution.

Remark 7.8. Note again that we may want to extend this definition to families
of operators, λ ∈ R 7→ Kλ ∈ H≤m depending on λ in a C1 (or even C0) fashion.
The quantum variance is then defined as

V arnb(K) =
1

N

∑

λj

|〈ψj , K̂λj ,Gψj〉|2.

We will sometimes allow ourselves to write V arnb(Kλ) in this situation.

Remember that the non-backtracking quantum variance deals with the quan-

tities 〈ιgj , K̂Bgj〉ℓ2(B) and that the relation between gj and ψj is as follows :

gj(e) =
p(e)

ζλj (e)

(
ψj(t(e))− ζλj+i0(e)ψj(o(e))

)
.

Call Uλj the operator ℓ2(V ) −→ ℓ2(B), defined by

(Uλjφ)(e) =
p(e)

ζλj (e)

(
φ(t(e))− ζλj+i0(e)φ(o(e))

)
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for φ ∈ ℓ2(V ). Define Ũλj the operator defined similarly, from ℓ2(V (X)) −→
ℓ2(B(X)).

We have

〈ιgj , K̂Bgj〉ℓ2(B) = 〈ψj , (ιUλj )
∗K̂BUλjψj〉ℓ2(V )

= 〈ψj , ((ιŨλj )
∗K̂B(X)Ũλj )Gψj〉ℓ2(V );

the last equality just means that (ιUλj )
∗K̂BUλj is obtained by taking (ιŨλj )

∗K̂B(X)Ũλj

defined on ℓ2(V (X)), down to the quotient graph G. What we need is to identify

the space of operators of the form (ιŨλj )
∗K̂B(X)Ũλj .

If K ∈ Hm it is clear that (ιŨλ)
∗K̂B(X)Ũλ is of the form ̂̃K with K̃ ∈ Hm ⊕

Hm−2 ⊕Hm−1, and

K̃m(x0, x1, . . . , xm−1, xm) =
p(x0, x1)

ζλ(x0, x1)
K(x0, x1, . . . , xm−1, xm)

p(xm−1, xm)

ζλ(xm−1, xm)

The terms K̃m−1, K̃m−2 can similarly be expressed as explicit linear functions of

K, or equivalently of K̃m :

(7.19) K̃m−1 = Lλ
m−1K̃m

(7.20) K̃m−2 = Lλ
m−2K̃m

where Lλ
m−i are linear operators Hm −→ Hm−i (i = 1, 2). We won’t need their

explicit expressions (although it is not difficult to find them). Inequality (7.15) can
then be rewritten as

(7.21) V ar(K + Lm−1K + Lm−2K)

≤ C̃(m, ε, β)

(n+ 1)
‖K‖2H + ‖K‖2sup (on,m,δ,ε(1)G−→X + nc(m)2O(δ) + c(m)2O(ε)).

for all K ∈ Hm. Here K + Lm−1K + Lm−2K means the λ-dependent family

λ 7→ K + Lλ
m−1K + Lλ

m−2K,

and we work in the context of Remarks 7.2 and 7.8. Equation (7.21) will be used
to prove, by induction on m, the following Proposition (which implies Theorem 3).

Proposition 5. There exists c̃(m) > 0, and for every ε > 0 some C̃(m, ε, β) >
0, such that : for all K ∈ Hm, for all ε, δ > 0, for all n,

V ar(K − 〈K〉λ,p1l0)

≤ C̃(m, ε, β)

(n+ 1)
‖K‖2H+‖K‖2sup (on,m,δ,ε(1)G−→X+nc̃(m)O(δ)+c̃(m)O(ε)+c̃(m)O(n−1))

where 〈K〉λ,p was defined in (1.12), and 1l0 was defined in (2.5) and is such that 1̂l0
is the identity operator.

The remainder of the paper is devoted to proving Proposition 5. The next
lemma will show that

(7.22) 〈K〉λ,p = −〈Lλ
m−1K + Lλ

m−2K〉λ,p,
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which, together with (7.21), will allow to work by induction on m. To initiate the
induction we will have to prove Proposition 5 form = 0, this will be done in Lemma
7.10.

In what follows, recall that the labelled graph is written as a quotient (G, c) =
Γ\(X, c), and D ⊂ V (X) is a fundamental domain for the action of Γ.

Lemma 7.9. For any λ, the operator (ιŨλ)
∗K̂B(X)Ũλ satisfies

∑

x,y∈X

1lD(x)
[
(ιŨλ)

∗K̂B(X)Ũλ

]
(x, y) ℑmgλ+i0(x

−1y) = 0.

In other words, for K ∈ Hm,
∑

x,y∈X

1lD(x)K(x, y) ℑmgλ+i0(x
−1y) = −

∑

x,y∈X

1lD(x)(Lλ
m−1K+Lλ

m−2K)(x, y) ℑmgλ+i0(x
−1y).

Proof. Let us call D′ ⊂ B(X) a fundamental domain for the action of Γ on
the directed edges. We have

∑

x,y∈X

1lD(x)
[
(ιŨλ)

∗K̂B(X)Ũλ

]
(x, y) ℑmgλ+i0(x

−1y)

=
∑

x,y∈X

[
(ιŨλ)

∗1lD′K̂B(X)Ũλ

]
(x, y) ℑmgλ+i0(x

−1y).

By (7.8), what we have to show is that
∫

∂X

〈Pλ,ω , (ιŨλ)
∗1lD′K̂B(X)ŨλPλ,ω〉dνλ(ω) = 0.

In fact, we even have the stronger property that

〈Pλ,ω , (ιŨλ)
∗1lD′K̂B(X)ŨλPλ,ω〉 = 0

for all ω. Indeed, K̂B(X)ŨλPλ,ω is supported on the set of edges going towards ω,

whereas ιŨλPλ,ω is supported on the set of edges going away from ω. �

Lemma 7.10. If a ∈ H0
0 we have for all T

V ar(a) ≤ 4
C(0, β)2

T 2
‖a‖2H0

0
+ ‖K‖2sup (oT (1)G−→X +O(T−2)).

This lemma, in particular, proves Theorem 3.

Proof. (of Lemma 7.10)
In the definition of V arInb we used the functions

gj(e) =
p(e)

ζλj+i0(e)

(
ψj(t(e))− ζλj+i0(e)ψj(o(e))

)
.

Needless to say, we would have obtained the same bound (7.13) for Ṽ ar
I

nb, defined
using

g̃j(e) =
p(e)

ζλj−i0(e)

(
ψj(t(e)) − ζλj−i0(e)ψj(o(e))

)

(if the ψj are real-valued then g̃j is the complex conjugate of gj but we do not
necessarily want to impose that).
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If a ∈ H0, define Kλ ∈ H1 by

Kλ(x, y) =
a(x)|ζλ(x, y)|2

p(x, y)
.

A direct calculation yields the formula

〈ιgj , K̂λj,Bgj〉 − 〈ιg̃j , K̂λj ,B g̃j〉 = 2
∑

x∈V

|ψj(x)|2[(Aλj −Wλj )a](x)

where Aλj is the operator

Aλjf(x) =
∑

y∼x

ℑmζλj (x, y)f(y)

and Wλj is the constant Wλj =
∑

y∼xℑmζλj (x, y) (note that this is independent

of x). Thus (7.15) implies that
(7.23)

V ar((Aλ−Wλ)a) ≤
C̃(1, ε, β)

(n+ 1)
‖a‖2H+‖a‖2sup (on,δ,ε(1)G−→X+nc(1)

2O(δ)+c(1)2O(ε)).

For every λ, the image of Aλ −Wλ is H0
0. Besides, arguing like in Lemma 7.6, we

see that under the (EXP) condition, all the Aλ −Wλ have a uniform spectral gap.
Arguing like in Lemma 3.1, we obtain that for all n and T , for a ∈ H0

0,

V ar(a) ≤ 2
C(0, β)2C̃(1, ε, β)

n
‖a‖2H0

0

+ 2
C(0, β)2

T 2
‖a‖2H0

0
+ 2T 2‖a‖2sup (on,δ,ε(1)G−→X + nc(1)2O(δ) + c(1)2O(ε)).

To prove the lemma we take ε = T−4, δ = n−1T−4, and n = n(T ) large enough

so that C̃(1,ε,β)
n ≤ 1

T 2 . �

Proof. (of Proposition 5)
We use (7.21) and (7.22) to write

V ar(K − 〈K〉λ,p1l0)
= V ar (K + Lm−1K + Lm−2K − (Lm−1K + Lm−2K) + 〈Lm−1K + Lm−2K〉λ,p1l0)
≤ 2V ar (K + Lm−1K + Lm−2K)+2V ar (Lm−1K + Lm−2K − 〈Lm−1K + Lm−2K〉p1l0)

≤ C̃(m, ε, β)

(n+ 1)
‖K‖2H + ‖K‖2sup (on,m,δ,ε(1)G−→X + nc(m)2O(δ) + c(m)2O(ε))

+ 2V ar (Lm−1K + Lm−2K − 〈Lm−1K + Lm−2K〉p1l0) .
This allows to prove Proposition 5 by induction on m. �
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